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MAGNETO-TRANSPORT STUDY OF 3D TOPOLOGICAL INSULATOR Bi2Te3 AND
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by
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ABSTRACT
Magneto-transport study on high mobility electron systems in both 2D- and 3D- case
has attracted intense attention in past decades. This thesis focuses on the magnetoresistance
behavior in 3D topological insulator Bi2Te3 and GaAs/AlGaAs 2D electron system at low
magnetic field range −0.4T≤ B ≤ 0.4T at low temperature. The study on the 3D topological
insulator Bi2Te3 was performed on a hybrid device which combines 3D topological insulator
with superconducting indium. The observed magnetoresistance result suggests two anoma-
lous drops on magnetoresistance, at T ≈ 3.4K and T ≈ 3.0K, respectively. We attributed
the first drop at T ≈ 3.4K to the superconductivity in indium superconductor and consid-
ered the second drop at lower temperature as the proximity effect that occurred near the
interface between these two materials. On the other hand, GaAs/AlGaAs heterostructure,
as a III-V semiconductor family, has been extensively studied for exploring many interesting
phenomena due to the extremely high electron mobility up to 107cm2/V s. In this thesis,
two interesting phenomena are present and discussed in a GaAs/AlGaAs system, which are
the electron heating induced tunable giant magnetoresistance study and phase inversion in
Shubnikov-de Haas oscillation study, respectively. By applying elevated supplementary dc
current bias, we found a tunable giant magnetoresistance phenomenon which is progressively
changed from positive to giant negative magnetoresistance. The observed giant magnetore-
sistance is successfully simulated with a two-term Drude model at all different dc biases,
Idc, and temperature, T . In addition, as increasing the dc current bias, a phase inversion
behavior was observed in Shubnikov-de Haas oscillation, which was further demonstrated
by the simulation with an exponential damped cosine function. This thesis also presents
an ongoing project, which is the observation and fabrication of 2D layered materials. The
studied 2D layered materials includes graphene, biron nitride, Molybdenum disulfide, etc.
At the end, a future work about fabrication of the 2D layered materials devices as well as
the suggestion about the measurement are discussed.
INDEX WORDS: 3D topological insulator, Two-dimensional electron system,
Two-dimensional layered materials, Superconductor, Magne-
toresistance, Quantum Hall Effect, Shubnikov-de Haas effect,
Giant magnetoresistance, Proximity effect
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1Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
The discovery of Integer Quantum Hall Effect (IQHE) [1] and Fractional Quantum
Hall Effect [2] on Two-Dimensional Electron System (2DES) brought a mass of exciting
results and led a new interest of magneto transport in 2DES in the past several decades.
The striking phenomena of QHE are the Zero Resistance State (ZRS) in the longitudinal
resistance and plateaus in the Hall resistance. With the realization of ultra-high-mobility
2DES by Molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) growth, [6] a number of novel quantum oscillations
have been observed in the magnetoresistance even at low magnetic field, for example, the
microwave radiation-induced zero-resistance states and associated magnetoresistance oscilla-
tions. [3,4] From a technological perspective, these remarkable discoveries laid the foundation
with great performance for many applications, for example, field-effect-transistors (FET),
quantum computer, and so forth. [7, 8, 13,14]
Following the QHE, another important discovery of nontrivial quantum state is the
Quantum Spin Hall Effect (QSHE), which was first reported in 1988 [5] and confirmed in
a new class of materials, called Topological Insulator(TI), after two decades. [15, 16, 28, 30]
Unlike the strict conditions of strong magnetic field and low temperature in QHE, QSHE
exists in the conductive edge- or surface- states of 2- and 3- dimensional TI, respectively, due
to the strong spin-orbit interaction. In addition to the novel electrical properties, TIs are also
well known as ideal spintronic materials, thermoelectric materials, and even superconducting
materials. [10, 11,20]
As aforementioned, the traditional high-mobility 2DES are based on MBE grown III-V
semiconductor heterostructures. In the recent decade, the emergence of graphene, which
consists of single layer of carbon, opens a new field of high-mobility 2D layered materials.
2Encouraged by the development of graphene, plenty of other 2D layered materials have been
extensively investigated, for instance, Boron Nitride (BN), Molybdenum disulfide (MoS2),
and so forth. These exotic layered 2D materials possess simple crystal structures but exhibit
extraordinary electrical phenomena. In addition, the combination of these different layered
2D materials, due to the connection of Van der Waals interaction, becomes a new topic and
is predicted to hold higher potential performance than the individual 2D layered materials.
[9, 57]
1.2 Dissertation Overview
This dissertation is organized as eight chapters. Chapter 1 is the introduction, which
includes two sections of background and the overview of the dissertation. In the background
section, I briefly outline the significant achievements of magneto-transport studies in 2DES
and its associated applications. In the overview section, I talk about the structure of this
dissertation in great details.
Chapter 2 is an introduction to 3D topological insulator (TI) Bi2Te3 from both crystal
structure and electrical band structure perspectives. A brief history of discovering 2D and 3D
TIs is also discussed in this chapter. Meanwhile, the mechanics of superconducting proximity
effect and Andreev Reflection will be introduced at the end of chapter 2.
In chapter 3, a magneto-transport study of 3D TI with superconducting (SC) contacts is
discussed. We show the observed two anomalous magnetoresistance behaviors in the hybrid
TI/SC device. The following section explains the two anomalous magnetoresistance results
as a superconducting effect in the contacts and proximity effect at the interface between TI
and SC, respectively.
Chapter 4 presents an ongoing study of 2D layered materials including graphene, boron
nitride, Molybdenum disulfide, etc. The surface morphology of these 2D layered materials
are examined by scanning electron microscope. Then, electron beam lithography technique
and the patterned devices are displayed. In the last section, I will discuss the future work
of this study.
3Chapter 5 is focused on the physical basis of magneto transport in 2DES in both theoret-
ical and experimental. The principle of formation of 2DEG in GaAs/AlGaAs heterostructure
is discussed in section 2.1. Then, section 2.2 continues to talk about 2DES subjected in a
perpendicular magnetic field, namely the formation of Landau Level (LL). In Section 2.3, I
discuss about the transport behavior in 2DES in classical and quantum situations, respec-
tively. From experimental aspect, section 2.4 introduces the Hall measurement of magneto
transport study of 2DES. Several related important experimental discoveries are reviewed
from section 2.5 to section 2.8, which includes Shubnikov-de Haas oscillations, integer quan-
tum Hall effect, microwave radiation induced zero resistance state, and weak localization.
Chapter 6 presents the study of tunable giant magnetoresistance in GaAs/AlGaAs 2DES
induced by electron heating effect. Both dc current bias and temperature effect examination
are shown in this work. Also, a two-term Drude model simulation result is discussed.
Chapter 7 moves on to the examination of dc current bias effect on the Shubnikov-de
Haas (SdH) oscillations. A phase inversion of SdH oscillation induced by dc bias is discussed
in details, followed by a SdH lineshape simulation analysis at the end.
The final chapter is the summary and conclusions of this dissertation.
4Chapter 2
3D TOPOLOGICAL INSULATORS BISMUTH TELLURIDE
The topological insulator (TI), which emerged in the last decade, is a new class of ma-
terial which behaves as a normal insulator in the bulk but conducts electricity in edge or
surface states, for 2-and 3-dimensional, respectively. TI has attracted a considerable interest
in condensed matter physics due to its novel electronic properties as well as their excellent
thermoelectric, spintronic and superconducting characteristics. [10, 11, 20] In addition, TI
is predicted as a potential material that can host Majorana fermion, [12] a charge neutral
particle predicted eighty years ago. In this chapter, I will introduce the discovery, crystal
property and electronic property of 3D topological insulator Bi2Te3. At the end, I will intro-
duce the superconducting proximity effect and associated Andreev Retro-reflection between
a normal metal and a superconductor.
2.1 Quantum Spin Hall Effect
In the 1980s, the Integer Quantum Hall Effect (IQHE) has demonstrated the edge
states of electrons in 2D planar system when applied strong magnetic field as well as low
temperature. [1] IQHE is a consequence of energy quantization, namely Landau Levels, due
to the quantized cyclotron motion of electrons when 2D plane is subject to a perpendicular
magnetic field. In chapter 5, I will discuss the IQHE in greater details. Here, we focus on
the quantum Hall state and associated band structure. Following the QHE, a new quantum
state, which is named Quantum Spin Hall Effect (QSHE), has been first pointed out in
1988, [5] and theoretically predicted in graphene as a topologically protected edge states in
2005. [19]
In a quantum Hall system, electrons follow closed cyclotron motion in the bulk so
they behave as insulating states in the bulk, which differs from the propagating motion as
5Figure 2.1. The edge states of a quantum Hall system. (a) The conducting edge state exists
in a quantum Hall system near the interface between a quantum Hall state and an insulating
state. (b) The electronic structure of a quantum Hall system includes a gapless edge state
between the conduction and valence band. Adapted from ref. [20].
conducting state at the edge. The edge (or the boundary) of a quantum Hall system involves
two different quantum Hall systems. For example, as shown in Fig.2.1(a), an interface
of a quantum Hall system is generated between an integer quantum Hall system (n=1)
and an insulating system (n=0). The scattering of cyclotron motion from the boundary of
quantum Hall system results in the conducting electrons moving in one-way along the system
boundary, as the blue routes indicated in Fig2.1(a). This metallic edge state is corresponding
to a gapless channel that connecting between the empty conduction band and filled valence
band in the electronic structure, see Fig2.1(b). Note that this ”one-direction” edge state
is attributed to the breaking time-reversal symmetry by the strong external magnetic field,
which forbids the opposite propagating of electrons.
As mentioned above, the QHE contains only ”one-way” edge state due to the breaking
time-reversal symmetry. Unlike QHE, in QSHE, electrons with spin-up and spin-down will
move along two channels with the opposite directions, which makes ”two-ways” edge states.
These edge states exist intrinsically with the protection of time-reversal symmetry because no
external magnetic field is applied. Fig.2.2 (a) shows an example of the two spinful edge states
with different traveling direction at the interface between a QSH system and a conventional
insulator. The associated band structure of a QSH system is present in Fig2.2(b). It can
6Figure 2.2. The spinful edge states in a quantum spin Hall system. (a) The time-reversal
symmetry protected edge states with opposite spin and momentum. (b) The associated
electronic structure of a quantum spin Hall system includes two conducting edge states.
Adapted from ref. [20].
be simply understood that the two QSH states are the ”doubled” QHE with the opposite
momentum and spin which creates a cross-point, named ”Dirac point”.
2.2 Discovery of 2D topological insulators
The quantum spin Hall effect was originally predicted in graphene (single atomic carbon
layer) or other two-dimensional semiconductors. [19] Later it was found that the spin-orbit
interaction in graphene is very weak that of the order of 4meV, which only induces a small
gap at the Dirac point of the order of 10−3meV that beyond the temperature limitation. [21]
Obviously, it is necessary to find some other candidates which have strong spin-orbit inter-
action that exhibits intrinsic QSHE. Motivated by this direction, in 2006, another prediction
was theoretically proposed in the heterostructure of HgTe and CdTe, [22] and it was con-
firmed experimentally in the HgCdTe quantum well structures in 2007, [23] which is known
as 2D topological insulator.
Hg1−xCdxTe, a class of heavy-element semiconductor, possesses strong spin-orbit cou-
pling, as expected. The proposed device is based on a sandwich structure with a variable
thickness of HgTe thin layer between two CdTe crystals, as the schematics shown in Fig
2.3(a). The critical significance of this proposed device is that a two-dimensional band in-
7Figure 2.3. Schematics of proposed CdTe/HgTe quantum well and its band structure with
various well thicknesses. (a) HgTe thin layer is sandwiched between CdTe crystals. The
thickness of HdTe layer is denoted as d. (b) The band symmetry switches as increasing the
thickness d. Adapted from ref. [20].
version emerges between the conduction- and valence- band as increasing the thickness of
HgTe thin layer. Here, CdTe serves as a normal semiconductor, with an s-like symmetry
in the conduction-band-edge states and p-like symmetry in the valence-band-edge states.
However, the confinement of HgTe thin layer results in an increase of p-like band as well as
a decrease of the s-like band, due to the large spin-orbit interaction. Since the p-like band
and s-like band have the opposite parity, this process is similar to the parity switching of the
two bands. Bernevig et al showed that the CdTe exhibits a conventional band gap when the
HgTe layer thickness d is below a critical thickness dc, i.e. d < dc. But above this critical well
thickness dc, the 2D bands invert, as shown in Fig 2.3(b). Therefore, this critical thickness
dc of the proposed quantum well, which indicates the transition of band inversion, requires
to be further demonstrated experimentally.
As expected, from experimental aspect, in 2007, Ko¨nig et al fabricated the real device as
theoretically proposed, with the help of Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE) growth technology,
which became the first discovery of 2D topological insulator. The transport measurement was
conducted on a set of Hall bar devices with different well thicknesses and measured-section
at low temperature. Fig 2.4 shows the four-terminal conductance result when sweeping the
gate voltage, namely tuning the Fermi level by changing the carrier density. The black curve
8Figure 2.4. Experimental discovery of 2D topological insulator in HgTe quantum wells.
Four-terminal conductance is measured as a function of gate voltage. Sample I (black trace)
has a narrow quantum well of 5.5 µm. Sample II to IV have wider thickness of 7.3 µm, but
differing from the size of measured-section. The length of Hall bar in sample III and IV are
designed as 1 µm and 0.5 µm, respectively, while sample II has a long measured-section of
20 µm. Inset, the result of sample III compares at 30 mK and 1.8 K. Adapted from ref. [23].
9(sample I), corresponding to a 5.5 nm thick quantum well, demonstrates an insulating state
when the quantum well is relatively narrow. Sample II, III, and IV have the wider well
thickness of 7.3 nm, where the bands are expected to invert, so that the quantum spin Hall
states are supposed to be observed. As a consequence, sample III, and IV (green and red
curves) with the measured-section of 1 µm and 0.5 µm confirmed the doubled quantized
conductance, i.e. G = 2e2/h, which is consistent with the two edge states in the QSHE. But
sample II with a long measured-section of 20 µm exhibits a higher resistance which indicates
the exceeding of inelastic mean free path.
Encouraged by the successful confirmation of QSHE in the HgTe quantum well, the fol-
lowing studies have verified QSHE in InAs/GaSb quantum well, [24,25] and have extensively
investigated other properties, such as the non-local transport of edge states. [26]
2.3 Discovery of 3D topological insulators
In parallel with the great achievement in the discovery of 2D topological insulator,
researchers also investigated in searching for 3D topological insulators. Theoretically, the
first 3D TI was proposed in alloy Bi1−xSbx, by Fu, Kane and Mele in 2007. [27] Soon after
this prediction, the first generation of 3D TI, alloy Bi1−xSbx, was verified experimentally
by employing the angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) measurement. [15] In
the meanwhile, the second generation of 3D TIs, such as Bi2Se3, Bi2Te3, and Sb2Te3, was
successively discovered in 2009. [16, 28, 30] This strong 3D TI family is considered to have
more robust surface states as well as larger energy band gap. Therefore, 3D topological
insulators are characterized by a gapped bulk coexisting with gapless edge states as their
conducting surface states.
The search for 3D TI candidates mainly focuses on the semiconductors that possess
strong spin-orbit interaction to modify the electronic structure. Among these materials,
Bismuth-based compounds have been extensively studied due to their interesting electronic
and thermoelectric properties. The first 3D TI was realized in the Bi1−xSbx crystal, [20] where
x is found in the range of 0.07 to 0.22. The electronic band structure of pure Bismuth (i.e.
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Figure 2.5. Calculated band structure of alloy Bi1−xSbx. From (a) to (c) are the band
structure for pure Bismuth (x=0), Bi1−xSbx (0.07 < x < 0.22), and pure Antimony (x=1).
Adapted from ref. [20].
x = 0) is similar to a conventional semiconductor, as present in Fig 2.5 (a), with a finite gap
between the valence and conduction bands at L point. The semiconductor Antimony helps to
modify the band structure of Bismuth. As the concentration of Antimony increases, the gap
closes initially when x = 0.04 and reopens but becomes an inverted gap in the range of 0.07 <
x < 0.22, which is a TI. As x further increases, the Bi1−xSbx alloy restores the semimetal
states. ARPES experiments performed by Hsieh et al. demonstrated this predicted electronic
structure in the Bi1−xSbx compounds with different Antimony concentration. [15]
The second generation of 3D TIs family is characterized by a single Dirac point as well
as relatively larger band gap. Fig2.6 (a) to (d) show the calculated electronic band structure
including both bulk and surface of Sb2Se3, Sb2Te3, Bi2Se3 and Bi2Te3, respectively. [28]
The gapless edge states are found in Sb2Te3, Bi2Se3 and Bi2Te3, but not in Sb2Se3, which
suggests the potential of being 3D TIs in Sb2Te3, Bi2Se3 and Bi2Te3. In particular, in Bi2Se3,
the Dirac point is as large as 200meV from the bottom of conduction band. Note that the
Dirac point merges in the valence band in the case of Bi2Te3, which makes it more difficult
to observe the clear metallic surface states. By ARPES measurement, again, these afore-
mentioned ternary compounds candidates were successively confirmed experimentally by Xia
et al., Zhang et al., and Hsieh, et al. in 2009.
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Figure 2.6. Calculated band structure for (a)Sb2Se3, (b)Sb2Te3, (c)Bi2Se3 and (d)Bi2Te3.
Adapted from ref. [28].
2.4 Crystal and electronic structure of 3D topological insulator Bi2Te3
The ternary 3D topological insulator family has the same rhombohedral lattice struc-
ture, as the crystal structure of Bi2Te3 shown in Fig 2.7. Crystal of Bi2Te3 consists of
stacking layered unit, known as quintuple layers, along z-axis. One quintuple layer contains
five atomic layers, which is in the sequence of Te(1)-Bi(1)-Te(2)-Bi(1)-Te(1). The thickness
of a quintuple layer is ≈ 1nm. The two adjacent atomic layers are strongly connected via
the chemical binding force, while these quintuple layers are stacked via the weak Van der
Waals force. Thanks to the weak Van der Waals interaction, mechanical exfoliation method
is able to be employed to obtain thin Bi2Te3 film with several quintuple layers, like Scotch
tape method used in other layered materials. [33]
The ARPES measured band structure of Bi2Te3 along two high-symmetry directions is
shown in Fig 2.8. The band gap E0 between the bottom of conduction band and top of valence
band is nearly 0.35emV. Two additional metallic states form a ”V” shape dispersion which
12
Figure 2.7. Crystal structure of Bi2Te3. Adapted from reference [31].
Figure 2.8. The ARPES measured electronic structure of Bi2Te3. Adapted from ref. [31].
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connecting the conduction and valence band, and the Dirac point merges in the ”M” shape
valence band, which suggests a massless Dirac fermion at the Dirac point. The experimental
result shows the massless Dirac fermion with a velocity of 4.05 × 105m/s (2.67eV · A˚) and
3.87× 105m/s (2.55eV · A˚) along the Γ−K and Γ−M directions, respectively. [31]
2.5 Superconducting proximity effect and Andreev retro-reflection
In most study of 3D TIs, the hybrid device which combines a 3D TI with a super-
conductor(SC) has been emphasized with intense attention due to the potential proximity
effect appearing at the interface. [27] In particular, transport measurements of 3D TIs in the
proximity of an s-wave SC are theoretically predicted to be a significant method to detect
Majorana Fermions, which is a fermion that theoretically predicted eighty years ago. [46–48]
Thus, in this section, we will introduce the conventional superconducting proximity effect at
the interface between a normal metal (NM) and a superconductor (SC).
Figure 2.9. Schematic illustration of superconducting proximity effect that occurs between
a normal metal and a superconductor. The Cooper pairs in the superconductor side near
the interface move into the normal metal side, which induces a superconducting effect in the
normal metal side in a short range from the interface.
The striking phenomenon in the superconducting proximity effect (PE) is that a super-
conductivity effect is induced in a normal metal side when it is placed with a superconducting
material, as indicated in Fig.2.9. [44] It is well known that the Cooper pairs play an essential
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role in the superconductivity effect. When the temperature is decreased below the critical
temperature of a superconductor, the electrons will pair up to form a so called ”Cooper
pair”. These Cooper pairs are bonded by the binding energy of 0.001eV , which is strong
enough to keep them pairs in low temperature that overcomes the thermal energy due to
the scattering with lattice or impurities. [43] As shown in Fig.2.9, below critical temperature
of superconductor, Cooper pairs in the SC side transfer into the NM side near the interface
within a small diffusion length. As a consequence, a superconductivity behavior is detected
in the NM side as well.
Figure 2.10. Schematic illustration of specular reflection and Andreev retro-reflection. Spec-
ular reflection occurs at the interface between a normal metal and an insulator, while Andreev
retro-reflection occurs in a normal metal/superconductor system.
The proximity effect is a result of the interaction between Cooper pairs in SC and
single electrons in NM. The key mechanics in the proximity effect is the Andreev retro-
reflection. [45] Note that the Andreev retro-reflection is different from the usual specular
reflection. The schematic illustration that compares specular reflection process and Andreev
retro-reflection process is drawn in Fig.2.10. For the specular reflection, it occurs at the
interface between a NM and an insulator. The incident electron in NM side is reflected
back with an inverted reflection angle as the incident angle. The Andreev retro-reflection,
however, involves a more complicated reflection process of electron-hole conversion, that a
single negative electron in NM side is reflected as a positive hole with the same reflection
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angle as the incident angle. The retro-reflected hole has the opposite spin and momentum
direction as the incident electron, as the arrows shown in Fig.2.10. In the course of Andreev
retro-reflection, the disappeared charge of 2e moves into the SC side as a Cooper pair of
electrons.
The conventional Proximity effect is observed between NM and SC, while we will study
the proximity effect in a 3D TI and a s-wave superconductor in the next chapter. Our
experiment insights into the transport properties of 3D topological insulator Bi2Te3 in contact
with indium superconducting probes, and aims at the nature of magnetoresistance behavior
at the interface between 3D TI and SC.
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Chapter 3
ANOMALOUS MAGNETORESISTANCE IN 3D TOPOLOGICAL
INSULATOR BISMUTH TELLURIDE WITH INDIUM
SUPERCONDUCTING CONTACTS
In this chapter, I present the study of the magneto-transport properties in the hybrid
structure which combines thin flake of 3D topological insulator (TI) Bi2Te3 with topside
indium superconducting electrodes. The observed anomalous magnetoresistance suggests
two critical transitions which occurred at various temperatures. The first transition, obtained
approximately at T = 3.4 K, is considered as superconductivity contribution in the indium
electrodes. While the second transition observed at lower temperature is attributed to the
proximity effect at the interface between TI and superconductor.
3.1 Introduction
One of the profound significance of discovery of 3D TIs is their great potential ability
to host the charge neutral particle, Majorana fermion, which is the last undiscovered Dirac
fermion that predicted eighty years ago. The Majorana fermion is theoretically predicted that
exists at the interface between a 3D TI and s-wave superconductor (SC). The key mechanics is
the superconducting proximity effect, from an s-wave superconductor in the TI, which results
in an exotic px + ipy superconductivity. [34] In 2008, Fu and Kane suggested that with the
help of the superconducting proximity effect generated by an ordinary s-wave superconductor
and the surface state of the TI, the Majorana mode is a vortex bound state at the interface of
the two materials. [34] This novel prediction has emphasized interest in experimental studies
of TI/SC hybrid devices. Thus, many have examined TI nanowire-superconductor devices
in search of Majorana modes at the ends of one dimensional devices. [36,37,47] In this scope,
the two-dimensional experimental setting for the study of Majorana mode is desirable.
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The recent experiments are interested in the so called ”topological metals” systems
which include 3D TI materials such as Bi2Te3 and Bi2Se3 that have bulk states coexisting
with surface states at the Fermi energy, it is possible for the proximity effect to extend from
the superconductor covered surface to uncovered surfaces of the 3D TI [38] and whether the
undiscovered surfaces of the 3D TI can thus host Majorana modes. [39] Following by exploring
such possibilities, in this chapter, we have carried out the magnetotransport measurement
in the 3D topological insulator Bi2Te3 in the presence of(indium) topside superconducting
electrodes [40, 41], and examined the magnetoresistance response in this hybrid device in
low temperatures. Remarkably, the experimental results showed two critical transitions
in the magnetoresistive response below T = 4.2K. While the first transition is associated
with a shunting effect by the contacts, the second anomalous contribution, which indicates
Tc ≈ 3.1K and Bc(1.5K) ≈ 0.2 Tesla, is attributed here to a generalized proximity effect in
the TI.
3.2 Sample preparation and measurement configuration
The studied device combines a thin Bi2Te3 flake ( ∼25 µm) and s-wave superconductor,
indium electrodes. Thin Bi2Te3 flakes were mechanically cleaved from high-quality single
crystals onto Si/SiO2 substrates, and approximately shaped like rectangles with the length-
to-width ratio L/W ≈ 2, see the optical image of real sample shown in Fig 3.5(b). Six
superconductor/topological insulator junctions were designed in a Hall bar configuration by
directly pressing indium onto the surface of Bi2Te3 flake. Fig 3.5(a) shows the schematic of
measurement. The ac was applied along the long axis of the Hall bar, through electrodes
at the two ends, and the magnetic field was applied perpendicular to the Hall bar surface,
as usual. Electrical measurements were carried out using the standard four-terminal low-
frequency lock-in techniques, and all the reported resistances are four-terminal resistances.
Here, indium is an s-wave superconductor with the critical temperature Tc = 3.41 K. [43]
The specimens were immersed in pumped liquid helium, and the temperature was varied
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in the range by controlling the vapor pressure of liquid helium within a 4He cryostat. Hall
effect measurements indicated the carrier concentration 1019 cm−3 in measured samples.
(b) 
(a) 
Figure 3.1. Illustration of indium contacted Bi2Te3 samples. (a) Schematic illustration of
the measurement. (b) The SEM image of measured Bi2Te3 flakes including indium contacts.
The scale bar is 1 mm. Adapted from ref. [42].
There are two things that need to point out. First, the studied Bi2Te3 thin flake is
not ultra-thin, thus we consider the applied current flow through both the specimen bulk
and the specimen surfaces. Secondly, one expects to observe the resistance corrections due
to the proximity effect in the measured four terminal resistance, since the superconducting
proximity effect is a short range that be restricted to the near surface regions. In other
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words, one does not expect the four terminal resistances to vanish even with the onset of
superconductivity in the contacts and the proximity effect in the surfaces near the contacts.
3.3 Magnetoresistance in TI/SC hybrid device
3.3.1 Magnetoresistance behavior above critical temperature of indium T =
3.4K
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Figure 3.2. Temperature dependence of magnetoresistance of Bi2Te3 flakes in the normal
states. (a) This panel shows the magnetoresistance vs. B at 3.2K, 3.4k, 3.6K, and 3.8K,
for a Bi2Te3 specimen, sample 1. (b) This panel exhibits the magnetoresistance measured
at different temperatures in the absence of B. Data are shown as symbols, and blue-dashed
line is the guide line to eyes. Adapted from ref. [42].
First, we look at the magnetoresistance behavior when T > 3.4K, i.e., the normal state.
Since temperature control for these measurements was realized by immersing the specimens
in pumped liquid helium, measurements were restricted to the temperature range of 1.5K
≤ T ≤ 4.2K. Fig.3.2 shows the transport characteristics for sample 1 at higher tempera-
tures. Above 3.4K, R vs.B exhibits similarly featureless behaviors, with an initial negative
magnetoresistance near the zero magnetic field, followed by a positive magnetoresistance.
We found that in other samples, the magnetoresistance can show either a positive, or a neg-
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ative magnetoresistance, although the data is not shown here. We attribute the difference in
observed magnetoresistance characteristics in the normal state to possible difference in the
relative concentration of Te vacancies in the bulk materials, since each sample was prepared
from a different piece of bulk Bi2Te3. Remarkably, there appears a sudden dip near B = 0 at
T = 3.4T, and becomes much deeper at T = 3.2T. This abrupt drop in magnetoresistance at
B = 0T is plotted in Fig.3.2(b). Below we will focus on this anomalous magnetoresistance
behavior below T = 3.4T.
3.3.2 Magnetoresistance behavior below critical temperature of indium T =
3.4K
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Figure 3.3. Temperature dependence of magnetoresistance of Bi2Te3 specimen, for sample
1, below T = 3.4K. (a) Color plot of the normalized magnetoresistance as a function of T,
and B. (b) The normalized magnetoresistance vs. B, at the T-cross-sections indicated in
panel(a). Adapted from ref. [42].
Fig.3.3(a) shows a color plot of the normalized magnetoresistance, ∆R/R as a function
of both the magnetic field, B, and the temperature, T , for sample 1. Here, ∆R/R =
[R(B)−R(BN)]/R(BN), where BN = −0.3T. Fig.3.3(b) exhibits the ∆R/R vs. B at different
temperatures which is associated with the horizontal-cross sections shown in Fig.3.3(a). As
mentioned above, the ∆R/R shows a mixed type of magnetoresistance at higher temperature
in this sample. However, at T = 3.4K, which is slightly below the superconducting transition
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temperature of indium, ∆R/R exhibits a sharp and narrow dip near zero magnetic field.
This sharp term rapidly develops in depth with decreasing temperature. Remarkably, at
T = 3.0K, we observed a second, wider drop on magnetoresistance. This second resistance
correction term is readily apparent by T = 2.8K, and it is mainly grown in width rather than
depth at lower temperatures. We noted that at the lowest temperature that measured in
this sample, i.e. T = 2.0K, the width of magnetic field for the second resistance drop exceeds
0.2T. The critical magnetic field behavior will be further examined with greater details.
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Figure 3.4. Temperature dependence of magnetoresistance of Bi2Te3 specimen, for sample
2, below T = 3.4K. (a) Color plot of the normalized magnetoresistance as a function of T,
and B. (b) The normalized magnetoresistance vs. B, at the T-cross-sections indicated in
panel(a). Adapted from ref. [42].
The results for a second Bi2Te3 specimen are shown in Fig.3.4. The color plot
(Fig.3.4(a)) shows a set of horizontal lines, which correspond to constant T -cross-sections,
see Fig.3.4(b). Above the critical temperature of indium superconductor, ∆R/R shows a
slight positive magnetoresistance feature of 0.3T. The first sharp dip shows up on magnetore-
sistance at T = 3.4K, near zero magnetic field. As the temperature further decreases, this
dip in ∆R/R rapidly becomes deeper until T = 3.2 K, and its width along the B-axis slowly
increases. The second, broad resistance drop was observed at T ≤ 3.0K in this specimen,
and it gains in width but not depth at lower temperature. The above two TI/SC specimens
show a similar magnetoresistance response in the temperature range of 1.5K ≤ T ≤ 4.2K.
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Figure 3.5. Temperature dependence of magnetoresistance of Bi2Te3 specimen, for sample
3, below T = 3.4K. (a) Color plot of the normalized magnetoresistance as a function of T,
and B. (b) The normalized magnetoresistance vs. B, at the T-cross-sections indicated in
panel(a). Adapted from ref. [42].
A color plot of normalized magnetoresistance for a third Bi2Te3 specimen, sample
3, is shown in Fig.3.5(a), and the data corresponding to the horizontal-cross sections are
shown in Fig.3.5(b). Here, ∆R/R shows predominantly negative magnetoresistance at the
highest temperatures. At T = 3.3K, there shows a small dip in ∆R/R in the vicinity of
B = 0. Similar as the above two specimens, this dip quickly reaches its maximum depth
near T = 2.9K. With a further reduction in T , the resistance correction rapidly increases in
width, and a small negative magnetoresistance correction shows up at T = 1.7K near the
zero magnetic field.
The temperature dependence of ∆R/R at a constant magnetic field was examined as
shown in Fig.3.7 for the three specimens. These panels show that with decreasing temper-
atures, the ∆R/R drops within a small ∆T interval and then plateaus. The ∆T interval
where the drop is observed depends upon B.
3.3.3 Temperature dependence of critical fields for the two anomalous drops
To further examine the magnetic field width of the two drops observed in magnetoresis-
tance, two critical magnetic field terms are defined as Bc1 and Bc2, for the first and second
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Figure 3.6. This panel compares the temperature dependence of the normalized resistance
at B = 0mT, B = 60mT, and B = 120mT, for specimen 1(a), specimen 2(b) and specimen
3(c). Adapted from ref. [42].
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Figure 3.7. The critical magnetic fields for the two drops vs. T , for sample 2. (a) The
∆R/R data for specimen 2 at T = 1.7K. (b) This panel shows the first derivative of the
magnetoresistance data and determination of two critical magnetic fields. (c) The critical
fields Bc1 is plotted vs. T . (d) The critical fields Bc2 is plotted vs. T . Data are shown as
symbols. Lines represent the trend. Adapted from ref. [42].
resistance correction terms, respectively. We take the data of specimen 2 at T = 1.7K
for example, as shown in Fig.3.6(a). The critical fields were determined by examining the
first derivative of the magnetoresistance and identifying the magnetic fields where the slope,
dRxx/dB, exhibits a substantial change, see Fig.3.6(b). Then, the critical magnetic fields
for the two terms are obtained by Bc1(T) = ∆B1/2 and Bc2(T) = ∆B2/2, respectively. As
a consequence, the temperature dependence of two critical magnetic fields are plotted in
Fig.3.6(c) and Fig.3.6(d), which indicate a nearly linearly relationship for both two terms.
At the lowest temperature T = 1.7K, the critical magnetic field Bc2 is approximately 0.18T,
which is nearly 10 times larger than the critical magnetic field of first term, Bc1.
3.4 Proximity effect in TI/SC hybrid device
Superconducting proximity effect occurs when a normal metal (NM) is placed into good
contact with a superconductor (SC), which is manifested as a leaking of Cooper pairs from
the SC side into the NM side. [52] As a consequence, the superconductivity is induced in NM
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side while superconductivity is weakened in SC side. The spatial extent of the proximity
effect in N depends also on the presence of impurities and disorder dependent dephasing
mechanisms in N. [50] Thus, Andreev reflection theory encompasses both the ideal ballistic
N-S interfaces, as well as real-world N-S systems in the diffusive limit (see, for example,
Ref. [53]).
Proximity effect  
region 
(a) 
 
 
 
 
 
(b) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(c) 
Figure 3.8. The schematic of possible image for the observed magnetoresistance behavior.
(a) The scenario of current I owing through Bi2Te3 flake when the temperature is above
indium critical temperature, Tc1. (b) The scenario of temperature below Tc1. A fractional
current I is shunted via indium contact due to the superconducting states. (c) The scenario
of temperature further decreases, below Tc2. The injected cooper pairs in the Bi2Te3 flake
induce an additional shunted current in the vicinity of indium contact due to the Proximity
effect. Adapted from ref. [42].
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The scenario sketched in Fig.3.8 provides one possible image which is responsible for
the observed anomalous magnetoresistance behavior in TI/superconductor hybrid structure.
The current was applied through source and drain indium contacts, and voltage was measured
through a pair of indium contacts on one side, i.e., four-terminal transport measurement.
When T ≥ Tc1, see Fig.3.8(a), the applied current is carried via both the bulk and the surface
states of Bi2Te3 since the flake is not very thin. Note that in such a high temperature con-
dition, the indium probes act as normal metal. As temperature further reduced below Tc1,
indium probes become superconducting states, which induces an additional fraction of cur-
rent I shunted through superconducting probes, as the current path sketched in Fig.3.8(b).
This scenario serves to explain the narrow drop occurred at T ≈ 3.4K on the magnetore-
sistance as observed above. Fig.3.8(c) depicts the situation of further decrease temperature
below Tc2, where the broad drop shows up. At this low temperature condition, proximity
effect takes places at the interface in the vicinity of indium superconducting probes, which
leads to a number of Cooper pairs inject into Bi2Te3 side. The proximity effect regime, (see
the gray regime in Fig.3.8(c)), results in another shunted current, which gives rise to the
second drop on the magnetoresistance occurred at lower temperatures.
3.5 Discussions and Conclusions
The observed magnetotransport properties of Bi2Te3 with indium contacts exhibits the
following features: (a) Above the superconducting transition temperature of indium, the
specimens show either a weak positive(specimen 2), mixed type (specimen 1), or weak nega-
tive (specimen 3) magnetoresistance. At the moment, we attribute the observed differences
in the normal state magnetoresistance characteristics to variations in the concentration of
tellurium vacancies in the bulk crystals utilized to realize these specimens. (b) Below the
transition temperature of indium, Tc = 3.41 K, there is a sharp drop in the resistance in the
vicinity of B = 0, which grows rapidly with decreasing temperatures down to T ≈ 2.9 K. The
critical magnetic field associated with this resistance correction is Bc1 = ∆B1/2 < B
In
c (0 K),
consistent with the known critical field for indium, BInc (0 K) = 0.0281 T. [54] (c). Below
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T ≈ 3.1 K, there appears an additional correction in ∆R/R which mainly affects the width
of the resistance anomaly with the decreasing temperatures. The critical magnetic field as-
sociated with this term Bc2 = ∆B2/2 ≤ 0.2 T easily exceeds the critical field of indium.
(d) Constant magnetic field cross sections show that the drop in the resistance occurs over
a narrow temperature range (see Fig.3.6), and this is followed by an apparent plateau in
the temperature dependence of ∆R/R. Due to the correlation of the observed effects with
superconductivity in the contacts, one may, at the outset, rule out weak localization and
electron-interactions as the origin of the observed magnetoresistance anomalies. [56,111]
In summary, we examined the magnetoresistance behavior on a 3D topological insulator
Bi2Te3 combine with indium superconducting electrodes. The results indicate two critical
transitions, which are associated with two anomalous drops observed in the magnetoresis-
tance. The first transition, with the critical field smaller than the indium critical field, is
attributed to the superconductivity effect. The second transition, with the critical field much
exceeding the indium critical field is considered as the proximity effect contribution.
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Chapter 4
OBSERVATION AND FABRICATION OF 2D LAYERED MATERIALS
Since graphene was successfully discovered by exfoliation method in 2004, [33] it opened
the door to other layered two-dimensional (2D) materials with few-atomic thickness level.
Layered 2D materials, with their novel mechanical and electrical properties, provide broad
applications in electronics, sensors, high electron mobility transistors, optical system, and
so forth. So far, in addition to metallic graphene, these new layered 2D materials include
transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs) (e.g. MoS2, WSe2), topological insulators (e.g.,
bismuth telluride (Bi2Te3), bismuth selenide(Bi2Se3)), and perfect insulator boron nitride
(BN), covering from conductor to insulator. More interestingly, the combination of these
different layered 2D materials becomes a new topic and is predicted to hold greater poten-
tial than the individual materials [57] In this section, we focus on the scanning electron
microscope study of different 2D layered materials, and also show the fabrication process of
stacking 2D materials devices. This work is an ongoing project, so a future work will be
discussed at the end.
4.1 Introduction of two-dimensional Van der Waals materials
These exotic layered 2D materials possess simple crystal structures but exhibit a large
range of electrical properties, including wide band-gap insulator, narrow band-gap semicon-
ductor, zero-gap semimetal, and metallic behavior. Among semiconductors, the mobility
can reach as high as 100, 000cm2/V s at room temperature, which makes them become the
perfect candidates in the application of field-effect transistors industry. In this section, I
introduce the layered crystal structures connected by Van de Waals interaction, for several
typical 2D layered materials.
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The crystal structures of several typical 2D layered materials are shown in Fig.4.1,
which are graphene (a), hexagonal boron nitride (hBN) (b), Molybdenum disulfide (MoS2)
(c), and bismuth selenide (Bi2Se3) (d). Similar as the crystal structure of Bi2Te3 as we
discussed, these 3D crystals are made of stacking 2D atomic layers. The two adjacent 2D
atomic layers are connected with weak Van de Waals force, while each 2D atomic layer is
consisted of strong chemical bond interacted atoms. Owing to this specific crystal structure,
the few-atomic thin film is possible to be obtained via the mechanical exfoliation method.
The associated electronic structures for the monolayer of these 2D layered materials are
exhibited in Fig.4.2. Below I will discuss each of these typical 2D materials in great details.
Note that both the crystal and electronic features of 3D topological insulators, especially
Bi2Te3, have been discussed in Chapter 2.
Figure 4.1. The crystal structure of several typical 2D layered materials with graphene (a),
hexagonal boron nitride (hBN) (b), Molybdenum disulfide (MoS2) (c), and bismuth selenide
(Bi2Se3) (d). Adapted from ref. [58]
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Graphene, a single atomic layer of carbon with hexagonal lattice structure, has been
widely studied to date due to the extremely high mobility and great potential in many
applications. Single layer graphene can be obtained in several various approaches, for exam-
ple, mechanical exfoliation, chemical vapor deposition (CVD) growth and epitaxial growth.
The calculated band structure of monolayer graphene is exhibited in Fig.4.2(c). It can be
seen that the conduction band and valence band meet at a single point, called Dirac point,
which leads to a linear dispersion relation between energy and momentum. Thus, a mass-
less Dirac fermion is expected from the excitation of low energy level. In addition to single
layer graphene, bilayer graphitic film, made of two layers of graphene, is also considered as
a semimetal with zero band gap and has been extensively studied as well.
(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 4.2. The calculated electronic structure of different monolayer of 2D layered
materials with hBN (a), MoS2(b) and graphene (c).Adapted from ref. [59]
Hexagonal boron nitride (hBN) is known as an excellent 2D layered insulator. It is
also called ”white graphene”, which because it has the same Hexagonal crystal structure as
graphene. The lattice constant is turned out to deviate only 1.8% from the one of graphene,
see Fig.4.1(b). Therefore, hBN has been widely used as gate dielectrics in the graphene-based
hybrid devices. The band structure of monolayer hBN is shown in Fig.4.2(a). The direct
wide band gap of approximate 5.9eV is the sign of perfect electrical insulator materials.
Thus, it is also widely used as barrier layer in the electronic equipment.
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The research of monolayer transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs)(such as MoS2, and
WS2) was developed rapidly in the decade. TMD is a class of semimetal with a direct energy
band gap. [60, 61] The crystal structure of MoS2, see Fig.4.1(c), indicates a 3-atom-thick
monolayer unit. The single layer of MoS2 includes two hexagonal planes of S atoms and one
intermediate hexagonal plane of Mo atoms, with the thickness of 6.5A˚. Similarly, the 3D
crystal consists of stacking single MoS2 monolayer via the Van de Waals interaction, thus the
single layer MoS2 is expected by the cleavage method as graphene. The electronic structure
of 3D bulk MoS2 has an indirect energy gap of 1.29eV. Remarkably, the band gap turns into
a direct gap and the gap expands to 1.57eV for a monolayer MoS2. This interesting change
in the band structure is mainly induced by the strong modification of strain. The large band
gap in the monolayer MoS2 allows it to realize high on-off ratio in the field effect transistors.
In addition, good insulator-metal-superconductor transition property has been observed in
thin MoS2 flakes. [62]
These intrinsic 2D materials with their novel mechanical and electrical properties, have
exhibited many exciting results, and continues to attract tremendous interests. They also
provide broad applications in electronics, sensors, high electron mobility transistors, optical
system, and so forth.
4.2 Scanning electron microscope study of surface morphology of 2D layered
materials
Scanning electron microscope (SEM) is one important technique to characterize the
surface structure of materials. In this section, we present the SEM study of exfoliated
thin flakes coated in a thin Polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) film for different 2D layered
materials. In particular, we compare the scanning results by using secondary electrons (SE)
detector and back-scattered electrons (BSE) detector.
The essential components of SEM are shown in Fig.4.3(a). The emitted electron beam
is generated from the electron gun on the top of column, and accelerated by an electric field.
Normally, two kinds of electron gun are used in SEM, which are Tungsten filament and
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(a) 
(b) 
Figure 4.3. (a) Schematic illustration of key components of SEM. Adapted from ref. [63] (b)
Mechanics of generation of secondary electrons and back-scattered electrons. Adapted from
ref. [64]
Lanthanum hexaboride (LaB6) filament, respectively. Tungsten filament, used in this study,
is a hot cathode electron emitter, which is heated to high temperature to emit electrons.
The accelerating electron beam is aligned by the anode section and then it is focused down
toward the specimen by several magnetic lenses. These electrons interact with the atoms at
the surface of the specimen which produces different kinds of scattered electrons, including
secondary electrons (SE), back-scattered electrons (BSE) and characteristic X-rays, etc., as
shown in Fig.4.3 (a). Among these signals, SE and BSE are two main signals that usually
used to extract key information about the scanned specimen.
The main difference between SE and BSE is that SE emission results from inelastic
scattering between incident electron beam and specimen, but BSE emission is a result of
elastic interaction, see Fig.4.3(b). Therefore, the energy of back-scattered electrons (> 50eV)
is much higher than the energy of secondary electrons (a few eV). Normally, SE is widely
used as captured signal due to its high resolution and very high magnification. As shown in
Fig.4.3 (b), low energy secondary electrons are emitted from the k-shell of the specimen atoms
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(a) BSE detector  
MoS2 flake 1000X 
(b) SE detector 
1000X 
 
(a) BSE detector  
500X 
(b) SE detector 
500X 
 
Figure 4.4. SEM scanning results for a MoS2 flake coated by ∼ 150nm thick PMMA on the
top. The substrate is Si. (a) SEM scanning results by using BSE detector at magnification
of 1000X. (b)SEM scanning results by using SE detector at magnification of 1000X. (c) SEM
image with BSE detector at magnification of 500X. (d) SEM image with SE detector at
magnification of 500X.
Figure 4.5. SEM scanning results for a Bi2Te3 flake on a GaAs substrate coated by ∼ 150nm
thick PMMA on the top. (a) to (c) are the BSE detector scanning results at magnification
of 4000X, 1000X and 500X, respectively. (d) to (f) are the SE detector scanning results at
magnification of 4000X, 1000X and 500X, respectively.
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by inelastic scattering interactions with beam electrons. Then, the number of detected SE
determines the brightness of signal. On the other hand, BSE are the primary beam electrons
that undergone one or more collisions within the sample. Since the higher atomic number
(Z) has greater elastic scattering but lower atomic number materials has better inelastic
scattering, the materials with heavy elements appears brighter in the BSE detected signal.
Thus, BSE can be used to detect the distribution of elements in the sample due to the strong
relation between atomic number and BSE.
(a) BSE detector  
Graphite flake 1000X 
(b) SE detector  
1000X 
(c) BSE detector  
hBN flake 400X 
(d) SE detector  
400X 
Figure 4.6. SEM scanning results for a thin graphite flake and a hBN flake on the GaAs
substrate coated by ∼ 150nm thick PMMA on the top. (a) SEM scanning image of the
graphite flake by using BSE detector at magnification of 1000X. (b) SEM scanning image of
the graphite flake by using SE detector at magnification of 1000X. (c) BSE scanning image
of hBN flake at magnification of 400X. (d) SE scanning image of hBN flake at magnification
of 400X.
In the following, we present the scanning results for different 2D materials by comparing
SE detector and BSE detector signals. Fig.4.4 shows the scanning result of a thin exfoliated
MoS2 flake coated by ∼ 150nm thick PMMA on the top. The reason for coating PMMA film
is the demand of fabricating probes for measurement on these flakes by using electron-beam
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lithography (EBL) (see section4.4 for more detail). Panel (a) and (b) are the scanning results
of BSE detector and SE detector, respectively, for the magnification of 1000X. Panel (c) and
(d) show the similar result but in the magnification of 500X in the same condition. It can
be clearly seen that the BSE signal provides a brighter image which is much more clear than
the SE signal image. At 500X magnification, the image appears completely dark in the SE
signal which suggests less number of detected secondary electrons. Therefore, we found that
for thin MoS2 thin flake, BSE gives a higher quality of scanning result than SE. The similar
result was also observed in Bi2Te3 thin flake, which is shown in Fig.4.5. Obviously, the BSE
signal exhibits a higher resolution image and the flake structure can be clearly observed in
the BSE signal. At 4000X magnification, the layered structure of Bi2Te3 thin flake can be
clearly seen with a sharp boundary and smooth flake surface. Note that there appears some
plus sign marks in the SE detector image which will be discussed in Fig. 4.7(a) and (b).
Fig.4.6 compares the scanning result of BSE signal and SE signal for thin graphite flake
((a) and (b)) and hBN flake ((c) and (d)). Graphite is made of carbon atoms, where the
element mass is much lighter than the MoS2 and Bi2Te3. Thus, the BSE signal is not as
clear as the result in MoS2 and Bi2Te3 flakes. As expect, in the BSE scanning result, we
observed a dark graphite image. For the hBN flake, both the BSE and SE signals give blur
scanning results, as shown in Fig.4.6(c) and (d).
At last, we take a look at the scanning result for a developed plus sign pattern and
an arbitrary dust as present in Fig.4.7. This plus sign was defined by the electron beam
lithography, and then rinsed in MIBK and IPA solution (ratio is 1:3) to develop. Thus, the
plus sign pattern is the area without PMMA coating which is just the GaAs substrate. We
observed a clear image in the SE detector signal, but barely see the pattern in the BSE
detector. This result suggests that the SE gives a better contrast between PMMA and GaAs
substrate. The final comparison was performed on a random dust on the top of PMMA film,
as shown in (c) and (d). Not surprising, the SE signal exhibits a high contrast with bright
image, in the contrast, a relatively dark image was observed in the BSE signal.
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(a) BSE detector  
Developed pattern 
10000X 
(b) SE detector  
10000X 
(c) BSE detector  
Dust 1000X 
(d) SE detector  
1000X 
Figure 4.7. SEM scanning results for a developed plus sign and an arbitrary dust on the
GaAs substrate.
In summary, in this section, we compared the SEM scanning results by using BSE de-
tector and SE detector, for the thin flakes of different 2D layered materials, such as MoS2,
Bi2Te3, graphite, and hBN. We found that the BSE signal can provide a higher resolution
image than the SE signal for MoS2 and Bi2Te3, even for graphite flake, and give the surface
structure information in greater detail. This study indicates that using BSE detector scan-
ning might be more helpful than the SE detector when observing the 2D layered materials.
In particular, for defining patterns by electron beam lithography, the shorter scanning time
is desired in order to reduce the expose of PMMA. In section4.4, we will talk about the
electron beam lithography technique on these thin flakes.
4.3 Fabrication of 2D hybrid Van de Waals devices
More interestingly, the stacking heterostructures assembled by different layered 2D ma-
terials has been focused on a considerable interest in the past a few years. These multilayer
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Figure 4.8. Schematic illustration of the all-dry transfer setup and process. (a) The setup
utilized in the all-dry transfer method. (b) Diagram of the step-by-step process of all-dry
transfer method. Adapted from ref. [65]
structures combine with the different characters of each individual layer materials which
makes it possible to exhibit even more excellent performance. Furthermore, the variety in
a specific sequence of stacking also creates a broader scope in applications. This novel idea
was first proposed by Novoselov and Geim et al., who discovered graphene in 2004, and it is
based on the fact that the weak Van der Waals interaction connects between two adjacent
layers. [57] In particular, among these 2D heterostructures, the multilayer system based on
graphene and hBN has been widely studied, and has demonstrated a promising performance.
The combination of graphene layer with h-BN layer offers the possibility to a tunable band
gap in graphene, by controlling the thickness of h-BN layers. [66] These layer by layer het-
erostructures lead to dramatic interests in layered 2D materials and they also exhibit a large
range of potential in many applications.
Nowadays several approaches have been reported in fabricating the devices of stacking
layered materials, for example, the wedging method [67], the polyvinylalcohol (PVA) method
[91], all-dry viscoelastic stamping method [65], and hot pick-up technique [69]. In our study,
we employed the all-dry transfer method, as the schematic diagram of fabrication setup shown
in Fig.4.8(a). Basically, the all-dry transfer setup includes one long working distance optical
microscope and another three-axis micrometer stage. The 2D material that to be transferred
is exfoliated onto the viscoelastic material by the Scotch tape method and then adhered onto
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(b) 
MoS2 on BN sample2 
 
(a) 
(c) (d) MoS2 flake #2 
MoS2 flake #1 MoS2 on BN sample1 
 
Figure 4.9. Optical images of a stacking structure of an exfoliated MoS2 flake on the top
of a hBN flake by all-dry transfer method. (a) The MoS2 flake that to be transferred, for
sample 1. (b) The final stacking device by using all-dry transfer. (c) The MoS2 flake that
to be transferred, for sample 2. (d) The final stacking device by using all-dry transfer.
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a glass slide. This glass slide is fixed on the micrometer stage with the viscoelastic stamp
side downward. On the other hand, the acceptor substrate is fixed on the sample stage of the
optical microscope. The transparent glass and viscoelastic stamp help to align the selected
flake to be transferred and the accepted flake. Once the two target flakes are well aligned,
one adjust the movement of z direction of the micrometer stage to transfer the 2D flake from
the viscoelastic stamp onto the acceptor flake. Fig.4.8(b) shows the step-by-step diagram
of the transfer process. By using this all-dry transfer approach, we are able to make the
stacking device with different 2D materials in a lot of variety.
(d) sample3 (c) sample2 
 
(a) Few-layer graphene flake 
(b) Few-layer graphene on BN 
sample1 
Figure 4.10. Optical images of stacking structure of an exfoliated few-layer graphene on the
top of a hBN flake by all-dry transfer method. (a) The graphene flake that to be transferred,
for sample 1. (b) The final stacking device by using all-dry transfer. (c) and (d) show two
more stacking devices of graphene on top of hBN flake.
Fig.4.9 shows the hybrid devices of thin MoS2 flake transferred onto a large hBN flake
on the Si substrate. Panel (a) and (c) are the selected thin MoS2 flake before transfer,
and panel (b) and (d) are the devices after transferred. Fig.4.10 shows the hybrid devices
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of thin graphene flake onto hBN flake. Panel (a) is the graphene flake to be transferred,
and panel (b) is the device after transferred. Panel (c) and (d) shows two more samples of
graphene/hBN stacking structure. It can be seen that the graphene flake stands on top of
hBN flake with an obvious color contrast under the optical microscope.
(a) Few-layer graphene flake 
on BN 
(b) BN flake (c) Encapsulated graphene flake  
Figure 4.11. A sandwiched structure of graphene encapsulated in two hBN flakes by using
all-dry transfer process.
Next, we move on to a more complex stacking structure which includes more than three
thin flakes, the so-called sandwiched stacking device. We take the graphene and hBN for
the example, which means the graphene flake is encapsulated between two hBN flakes. As
shown in Fig.4.11, To begin with, a relative thick Boron Nitride (BN) flake is cleaved onto
an oxidized silicon substrate (∼ 300nm of SiO2) by using standard exfoliation method. This
base BN flake is used as both a flat substrate and an alternative gate layer as well. Then,
served as the second stacked layer, the selected graphene layer is transferred on top of BN
flake, using the procedures described above, see Fig.4.11(a). The following procedure is to
stack a second, thin BN layer on top of graphene layer in the above described structures, see
Fig.4.11(b). This several-atomic thick of BN layer serves as a tunnel barrier layer. The final
device was shown on panel (c), with the graphene encapsulated in between two hBN flakes.
4.4 Electron beam lithography patterned devices
In this section, I briefly introduce the electron beam lithography (EBL) technique and
show the EBL patterned thin flakes of different 2D materials. E-beam lithography is a
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(a)                                                 (b)                                          (c) 
 
 
(d)                                                 (e)                                          (f) 
 
 
Figure 4.12. Schematic diagram of the process of electron beam lithography technique. (a)
A substrate is coated with electron beam resist. (b) Electron beam exposes on the coated
substrate with a specific pattern. (c) The exposed area is dissolved in a chemical developer.
(d) A thin metal film is deposited on the top of the substrate. (e) Lift off process is used to
remove the rest resist. The metal on the top of the resist are removed as well. (f) The final
structure is developed that metal sticks on the desired area. Adapted from ref. [70]
specific technique that used to define and create ultra-fine pattern in nanometer scale. The
main principle is based on a class of high energy electron-sensitive resist materials, such
as polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) we used in our experiment. The resist that exposed
under a beam of electrons can be further dissolved in an associate solvent due to chemical
reaction. EBL technique always combines with a SEM setup, in which a SEM microscope
can be easily convert to a EBL writer, that is to change the signal feed in SEM to the coils
that can guide the beam to draw a pattern. The main advantages of EBL are the very high
resolution of pattern it creates and a large number of materials it works with.
Fig.4.12 shows the schematic illustration of the step-by-step process for EBL technique.
As shown in Fig.4.12(a), the substrate to be patterned is spin-coated with a thin film of
resist, normally ∼ 150nm PMMA is used as the resist of EBL. Then, a custom pattern is
designed by a specific CAD program and drawn onto the coated substrate. The diameter of
electron beam determines the resolution level of the pattern, with a minimum resolution of
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20nm realized in the world to date. The following step is to rinse this patterned substrate
to a specific solvent, also called ”developer”, to remove the exposed area for displaying the
desired patter, as shown in (c). Here, a substrate, that only unexposed area is coated with
PMMA film, is obtained and to be deposited with a thin metal layer for the conducting
probes. As a consequence, the deposited metal layer adheres on substrate directly in the
exposed pattern area but separated with a PMMA film in unexposed area, as indicated in
(d). One thing needs to point out here is that the thickness of metal layer should be thinner
than the thickness of PMMA film in order to easily disconnect the boundary of pattern area.
The final step is called ”lift off”, which is to remove the unexposed PMMA area together
with the metal layer on the top of PMMA film by a strong solvent, acetone used for PMMA
resist. As shown in (f), the final structure only has the metal that remaining on the designed
area.
(a) (b) (c) 
(d) (e) 
Figure 4.13. These panels show the patterned Bi2Te3 samples with measured probes that
defined by EBL.
Fig.4.13 (a) to (c) show three examples of EBL patterned on thin Bi2Te3 flakes before
metal deposition. These Bi2Te3 flakes are a few micrometer size with nanometer scale thick-
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(a) (b) 
Figure 4.14. These panels show the samples that EBL patterned on the graphene/hBN
stacking structures.
ness. The smallest thickness of EBL pattern is 2µm, as the sharp probes on the edge of
Bi2Te3 flake. Note that the dose of electron beam varies depend on the size and thickness of
drawn feature, for that the higher resolution is required for the thinner pattern. Also, the
smaller feature is exposed shorter (exposition rate) than the large one in order to reduce the
overexpose-induced distortion. Panel (d) and (e) are two associated final devices that after
lift off process. Here, ∼ 60nm thick of Au/Ti film is deposited by employing electron beam
evaporator. Fig.4.14 shows an EBL patterned graphite/hBN stacking device. Panel (a) is
the optical image of EBL defined pattern on the top of graphite/hBN structure, and panel
(b) shows the whole pattern before metal deposition.
The next process is to make magneto-transport measurement on these devices at low
temperatures, to examine the quantum transport behaviors. Since this project is an ongoing
project, we will discuss the flexible future measurement configurations for these devices in
the next section.
4.5 Future work
A wide range of measurements are allowed to be carried out on these devices. On one
hand, we are interested in the transport measurement to explore the electrical properties
of these devices in very low temperature environment. Here, four-terminal standard lock-in
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technique will be employed for the measurement. The carrier density and mobility will be
indicated from Hall resistance data, and the longitudinal magneto-resistance can provide
abundant information of these hybrid structures. On the other hand, gate measurement
also will be carried out to insight into the density dependent characters of devices and
obtain additional information about the quality of the devices. In the course of transport
measurement, we will apply microwave radiation to detect the associated magnetoresistance
oscillation behaviors of these devices. In addition to microwave, there is also great interest
in Terahertz radiation examination. Terahertz, known as T-ray or sub-millimeter waves, has
the frequency boundary from 100 Ghz to 3 Thz and it is ranged between microwave and
infrared. T-ray has not been widely used in the past because it is difficult to generate a bright
enough source. Until recently, the progress in the development of terahertz light source allows
researchers to perform various experiments and explore more potential in applications. We
believe that these 2D materials devices will provide interesting result in the future.
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Chapter 5
MAGNETO-TRANSPORT IN TWO-DIMENSIONAL ELECTRON GAS
SYSTEM
Two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG) is a system of electrons that electrons can move
freely in the 2D plane but they are confined in the third direction. Numerous striking phe-
nomena that obtained from 2DEG system made it become one of the most important systems
in both the fundamental and applied physical science. The first 2DEG system was realized in
the Si Metal Oxide Semiconductor Field Effect Transistor(MOSFET) in the 1960s, [71] and
has been improved with greater quality as well as various materials, such as quantum wells
and superlattices. Here, we focus on a 2DEG system in a GaAs/AlGaAs heterostructure.
On the other hand, the discovery of Quantum Hall Effect (QHE) [1] uncovered the quantized
motion of electrons when a 2DEG is subject to a normal magnetic field and low tempera-
ture, and remarkably, it was found that the Hall conductivity only quantized into the integer
times of e2/h, which gave a new definition of electrical resistance with extremely precise. The
find of QHE also led a number of new physics in the 2DEG, including Fractional Quantum
Hall Effect(FQHE) [2], Microwave Radiation Induced Zero-Resistance State (MRIZRS) [3],
etc. In this chapter, we shall review on several fundamental magneto-transport behaviors of
2DEG.
5.1 2DEG in GaAs/AlGaAs heterostructure
Nowadays, the high-quality 2DEG is widely realized in semiconductor heterostructure,
for example, GaAs/AlGaAs system. A semiconductor heterostructure refers to two or more
layers of semiconductors with a similar crystal structure but different band gaps. This layer
by layer growth technique was carried out by molecular-beam epitaxy (MBE), in which can
control both the thickness and composition in the course of growing. GaAs compound is
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one of the III-V family, where the band gap can be engineered by partly replacing Ga with
other elements(e.g. In or Al), where the new compound holds a similar crystal structure but
a wider band gap.
EC 
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EF 
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AlGaAs 
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EF 
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GaAs pure AlGaAs 
Si-doped AlGaAs 
2DEG 
(a) 
(b) 
Figure 5.1. The formation of 2DEG in modulation doped GaAs/AlGaAs heterostructure.
Fig 5.1(a) shows the band structure at the interface of GaAs and AlxGa1−xAs, with
the typical concentration of Al is x = 0.3. As a result, the conduction band of AlxGa1−xAs
is about 300meV above the conduction band of GaAs. At the interface, electrons in the
higher AlGaAs conduction band transfer into the lower GaAs conduction band due to the
offset of the two conduction bands. These transferred electrons in AlGaAs are provided by
a modulation doping of silicon, namely Si dopants, which are deposited within an AlGaAs
layer but separated away from the interface by a pure AlGaAs spacer layer, as depicted
in the Fig 5.1(b). The Si donors become positively ionized donors, by producing electrons
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that moves into GaAs conduction band. On the other hand, the movement of electrons
induces a distortion in the two conduction bands near the interface; In the meantime, these
electrons are attracted by the positively ionized donors in AlGaAs side. As shown in Fig
5.1(b), eventually, electrons are trapped in a triangular quantum well at the interface, and
only the ground states is populated (at low temperatures). Here, the undoped GaAs spacer
layer serves to reduce the scattering from the donors.
One of the most important advantages of 2DEG is the extremely high mobility, µ, which
expressing the ability of the average electrons to conduct on 2D plane. An effective mass, m∗,
is usually used to simplify band structures and described the effective mass of the moving
electrons in 2DEG. The mobility has the relationship with effective mass as µ = eτt/m
∗,
where τt is the transport lifetime of 2DEG at zero magnetic field. [74] Thus, one needs to
maximize the transport lifetime τt or minimize the effective mass m
∗ to achieve a desirable
high-mobility. At present, GaAs/AlGaAs heterostructure is one of the ideal 2DEG system.
5.2 Formation of Landau Level
We now discuss the free two-dimensional electrons in the present of a perpendicular
magnetic field. Note that this content is well-known text book knowledge, see Ref. [73–75]
for greater details. Here, we will briefly review on it.
When a magnetic field is applied perpendicular to the 2D electron system, the electrons
perform a periodic circular motion on the 2D surface with a constant angular frequency
ωc =
eB
m∗
(5.1)
where ωc is the cyclotron frequency and m
∗ is the effective mass of electrons. The radius of
the circular orbit, cyclotron radius, is
Rc =
v
ωc
=
√
2m∗E
eB
(5.2)
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where v is the magnitude of the velocity and E is the kinetic energy. It is worth to note
that the amplitude of cyclotron radius Rc is proportional to
√
E, which has the similar
relationship as a harmonic oscillator. In the classical case, the cyclotron frequency and
cyclotron radius can be continuously changed. Below, however, we will look at the electron
behavior under a quantum-mechanical treatment.
In quantum mechanics, magnetic field is described by the vector-potential A(r), with
B = ∇ × A(r). Here, the magnetic field is perpendicular to the 2D plane, i.e., B = Bzˆ.
The Schro¨dinger equation of the electron in 2DEG is given by:
1
2m∗
(−i~ ∂
∂~r
+ e ~A)2Ψ(~r) = EΨ(~r) (5.3)
By using the simplest algebra with Landau gauge, the vector potential becomes A =
(0, Bx, 0). Then the Schro¨dinger equation (5.3) gives
[
~2
2m∗
∂2
∂x2
+
(−i~∂/∂y − eBx)2
2m∗
]Ψ(x, y) = EΨ(x, y) (5.4)
It is found that the vector potential A does not depend on y, which suggests the wave
function can be written as
Ψ(x, y) = e(ikyy)u(x) (5.5)
By taking wave function equation (5.5) into Schro¨dinger equation (5.4), we have the one-
dimensional harmonic oscillator form of Schro¨dinger equation
[
~2
2m∗
∂2
∂x2
+
m∗ω2c
2
(x− x0)2]u(x) = εu(x) (5.6)
where x0 =
~ky
eB
= l2Bky is the center of the cyclotron orbit, and lB =
√
~/(eB) =
√
~/(m∗ωc)
is the magnetic length, which is only affected by the magnetic field.
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By knowing the solution of simple one-dimensional harmonic oscillator, here, the eigen
values of energy and wave function in eq. (5.6) can be written as
εn = (n+
1
2
)~ωc (n = 0, 1, 2, 3, ...) (5.7)
u(x) = φ(x− x0) = ( a
2nn!
√
pilB
)1/2exp[−(x− x0)
2
l2B
]Hn−1(
x− x0
Hn−1
) (5.8)
where Hn(x) are the Hermite polynomials.
The eigen energy in Eq.(5.7) indicates a series of δ−functions, called Landau levels
(LLs). These LLs are separated by the cyclotron energy ~ωc, as shown in Fig.5.2(a). Note
that the effect of spin has not been taken into account yet. By considering the spin effect,
each Landau level is split into two sub-energy levels with spin up and spin down, the eigen
energy becomes
εn = (n+
1
2
)~ωc ∓ 1
2
µBgB (5.9)
where g is the electron g-factor and µB is the Bohr magneton. The factor of
1
2
appears
because the spin has angular momentum of ±1
2
~. Typically, at low magnetic field, the LLs
include both spin states, and further splits at high magnetic field.
We note that the energy of LLs depends only on the index number n, not on the wave
vector k, which suggests that LLs are degenerate with different k but same n. Now we
need to solve the degeneracy of LLs. Consider a rectangular sample with the dimensions of
Lx × Ly, and with the boundary condition in y-direction Lyky = 2pij, where  is an integer.
As previously introduced, the wave functions are centered at x0 =
~ky
eB
= l2Bky, cyclotron
orbit center. Thus, the cyclotron orbit center is required to be within the sample dimension,
so 0 < x0 < Lx. Thus, we have
0 ≤ j ≤ eB
h
LxLy ≡ νmax (5.10)
where νmax is the maximum number of electrons which can occupy a given Landau level.
In a 2DEG, the total number of electrons is n2DLxLy, where n2D is the density of electron.
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Thus, the number of occupied Landau levels or called filling factor ν, is given
ν =
h
eB
n2D (5.11)
Note that this definition considers the two spins as separate levels. An odd integer number
of the filling factor ν means that one spin direction of Landau level is full, while the other is
empty. An even filling factor ν means that the Landau level with both spin states are fully
occupied.
Figure 5.2. Density of states for a 2DES in a perpendicular magnetic field, neglecting the
spin splitting effect. (a) The Landau Levels are a series of δ-functions separated by cyclotron
energy ~ωc. (b) The LLs are partly separated in a small magnetic field but with a broadening
due to the scattering events. (c) The LLs are completely separated at high magnetic field.
Adapted from ref. [75].
As mentioned above, Landau levels are a series of δ-functions separated by cyclotron
energy ~ωc (see Fig.5.2(a)) in an ideal system where electrons are not scattered by other
electrons, phonons, impurities and others. In a real system, however, these scattering events
will cause a Gaussian or Lorentzian broadening of δ-function, with the full width at half-
maximum of each Landau level is defined as Γ = ~/τq, as shown in Fig.5.2(b). Here, τq is the
electron scattering time, or quantum lifetime, which is different from the transport lifetime
as we mentioned in the mobility in section 5.1. The difference between these two lifetimes is
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that for quantum lifetime, τq, it considers all collisions equally, but for transport lifetime, τt,
it also takes the change of scattering angle into account. The LLs are completely separated
only when the separation of LLs exceeds their width, i.e., ~ωc > Γ, see Fig.5.2(c). Since
we have the relation Γ = ~/τq, the condition of fully separated LLs can also be written as
ωcτq > 1, which means that the time between two adjacent scatterings of an electron must
be longer than the time of traveling at least one cyclotron orbit.
5.3 Conductivity and resistivity of 2DEG
In this section, we briefly discuss the conductivity and resistivity of 2DEG in the pres-
ence of both a planar static electric field and a perpendicular magnetic field. The motion of
an electron is given by
m
dv
dt
= −eE− ev ×B − mv
τt
(5.12)
the equation of motion in Eq.(5.12) is named Drude model, which describes the electron
transport by treating the mobile electrons as the simplest classical particles within a free-
electron approximation. In Drude model, the term v/τt is a simple relaxation-time approx-
imation to the scattering.
For the steady state, we have dv/dt = 0. Thus ,Eq.(5.12) becomes
v +
eτt
m
v ×B = −eτt
m
E (5.13)
Let us assume the static electric field is in the x− y− plane, so E = (Ex, Ey). The current
density is j = −env, recall that n is the carrier density. Now Eq.(5.13) can be written as
 1 −ωcτt
ωcτt 1
 = e2nτt
m
E (5.14)
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The current density is also given by the ohm’s low, j = σE, where σ is the conductivity. In
the 2D case, we introduce the conductivity tensor,
σ =
 σxx σxy
−σxy σyy
 (5.15)
Thus, combining Eq.(5.14) and Eq.(5.15), we have the conductivity tensor,
σ =
σ0
(1 + ω2cτ
2
t )
 1 ωcτt
−ωcτt 1
 (5.16)
Here, the DC conductivity at zero magnetic field is σ0 = e
2nτt/m.
It is also known that resistivity tensor is the reciprocal of the conductivity, so
ρ =
1
|σ|
 σxx σxy
−σxy σyy
 = ρ0
 1 ωcτt
−ωcτt 1
 (5.17)
where ρ0 = 1/σ0.
At very high magnetic field, i.e., ωcτt >> 1, the conductivity tensor in Eq.(5.16) becomes
σ =
σ0
ωcτt
 1ωcτt −1
1 1
ωcτt
 =
 0 −en/B
en/B 0
 (5.18)
Then the resistivity is
ρ =
 0 B/− en
B/− en 0
 (5.19)
The interesting feature in Eq.(5.18) and Eq.(5.19) is that at very high magnetic field, the
conductivity and resistivity are not following inverse proportional relation but they become
direct proportion. In addition, the diagonal elements of both the conductivity and resistivity
can vanish together in this limit. This feature can partly explain the quantum Hall effect
which we will discuss in the next section in great details.
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5.4 Quantum transport in 2DEG
5.4.1 Shubnikov-de Haas oscillations
W 
L 
I 
Vxx 
Vxy 
B 
Figure 5.3. Schematic illustration of a Hall bar sample and four-terminal measurement.
Shubnikov-de Hass (SdH) effect is the first indication for the quantum behavior of
transport measurements in 2DEG under a strong magnetic field. [76] Therefore, they are
highly related to the quantum Hall effect. SdH oscillation is observed as a set of oscillations
on the longitudinal magnetoresistance in periodic with the inverse magnetic field, as shown
in Fig.5.5. The oscillatory magnetoresistance as a function of B is shown on the inset. The
longitudinal magnetoresistance (Rxx) is measured between the two probes which is parallel
to the direction of current in a Hall bar sample, as exhibited in Fig.5.4. In contrast, the
transverse (Hall) resistance (Rxy) is the resistance measured perpendicular to the direction
of current. The SdH effect is a manifestation of energy quantization when the 2DEG is under
a perpendicular magnetic field as we discussed in section 5.2.
The SdH oscillation helps to determine some important parameters of 2DEG system.
such as the effective mass m∗, carrier density n, and the quantum lifetime, τq. [134,135] As
shown in Fig.5.6, the oscillatory resistance is in periodic with inverse magnetic field, so the
frequency f can be found out from the measured data. We also know that the filling factor
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Figure 5.4. Shubnikov-de Haas oscillation in a high mobility GaAs/AlGaAs two
dimensional electron system at T = 1.7K.
ν has the direct relation with density and inverse magnetic field as ν = n2D
h
eB
. Therefore,
the carrier density can be extracted by knowing the frequency of the SdH oscillation.
The effective mass m∗, and the quantum lifetime, τq, can be extracted from the tem-
perature dependence of SdH oscillation result. It is known that the SdH oscillation is well
described by the Dingle formulas, with a customary fashion of [132,133]
∆Rxx = 4R0X(T ) exp (−pi/ωcτq) (5.20)
Where, X(T ) = 2piKBT/~ωc. Here, R0 is zero field resistance, KB is Boltzmann constant.
Then the effective mass m∗ can be extracted from the amplitude ratio of two different
temperature given by
A(T1)
A(T2)
=
T2 sinh (2pi
2kBT1m
∗/~eB)
T1 sinh (2pi2kBT2m∗/~eB)
(5.21)
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Figure 5.5. Shubnikov-de Haas oscillation on the longitudinal resistance vs. inverse
magnetic field, B−1.
where A(T1) and A(T2) represent the SdHO amplitude for two different temperatures. In
order to determine the quantum lifetime, one needs to use the extracted value of m∗, and
rewritten Eq.(5.22) as
ln(A ·∆Rxx(T,B)) = −pim
∗
eτq
· 1
B
(5.22)
By plotting the logarithm over 1
B
, the quantum lifetime can be found out. In chapter 7, we
will present a further study on the SdH oscillation with a supplementary dc current bias.
5.4.2 Integer Quantum Hall Effect
The Integer quantum Hall effect (IQHE) is a more striking phenomenon of quantum
behavior in the transport properties of 2D electron system at higher magnetic field. The first
discovery of IQHE was in a high-quality field-effect transistor for the realization of 2DEG in
the 1980s.
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Figure 5.6. Experimental longitudinal resistivity, ρxx, and Hall resistivity, ρxy, vs. magnetic
field, B, in a 2DEG at T = 8mK. This panel shows the first observation of IQHE. Adapted
from ref. [81]
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Both the longitudinal resistivity, ρxx, and Hall resistivity, ρxy, exhibit interesting be-
haviors in the IQHE, as shown in Fig.5.7. The Hall resistivity shows a series of plateaus at
certain magnetic field ranges. On these plateaus, the Hall resistivity gives the exact value of
ρxy =
h
e2
1
j
(5.23)
Here, j is an integer, h is Plancks constant and e is the electron charge. The constant
h/e2 ≈ 25.812KΩ is called quantum of resistivity, which becomes the new world’s resistance
standard in 1990. The center of magnetic field of each plateau has the value
B =
hn
ie
=
n
i
Φ0 (5.24)
where n is the electron density, and φ = h/e is named flux quantum.
Remarkably, the longitudinal resistivity ρxx exhibits zero resistance state when Hall
resistivity shows a plateau, i.e., ρxx = 0. Let us recall the longitudinal component in the
conductivity tensor. From the conductivity tensor as discussed in section 5.3, we can extract
the longitudinal and transverse components of conductivity
σxx =
ρxx
ρ2xx + ρ
2
xy
and σxy =
−ρxy
ρ2xx + ρ
2
xy
(5.25)
Thus, the longitudinal resistivity reads
ρxx =
σxx
σ2xx + σ
2
xy
(5.26)
From Eq.5.26, we found that the σxx and ρxx have the minimal values at the same time.
When B 6= 0, ρxy 6= 0, so we have
ρxx = 0 ⇒ σxx = 0 (5.27)
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Figure 5.7. The extended states and localized states in the broadening Landau Levels of
2DEG. Adapted from ref. [81]
To explain the striking behavior in IQHE, we need to look at the Landau levels at high
magnetic field. We have seen that in a real sample the Landau Levels broaden into Gaussian
or Lorentzian profile. There are two classes of states in each broadened Landau level, which
are the extended state at the center of a Landau level and localized states at the tail of each
Landau level, respectively, as shown in Fig.5.8. Only the electrons in the extended states
below the Fermi level contribute to the conductivity, but the electrons in the localized states
cannot carry current. In other words, between two Landau levels, the localized states form
a mobility gap. When the Fermi level lies in this mobility gap, there is no contribution to
the conductivity, therefore, the resistivity becomes zero as well.
To further explain the IQHE, we now look at the density of states for a 2DEG develops
with the increasing magnetic field, as shown in Fig.5.9. When B = 0, the density of states
is a constant for the 2DEG. The Hall resistivity exhibits zero because there is no Hall effect
at the absence of magnetic field. At a small B, the Landau levels start separating but not
completely separated. As magnetic field is continuously increased, the spacing between the
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Figure 5.8. The development of density of states in 2DEG with the increasing magnetic
field and the associated electrical behaviors. Adapted from ref. [?]
Landau levels become larger, and the Fermi level quickly crosses from an almost empty
Landau level to the next filled Landau level. Thus, the Landau level alternately cross the
maximum and minimum of the density of state, which is observed as the Shubnikov-de Haas
oscillation. As the magnetic field is further increased, the Landau levels are well separated.
If the Fermi level sits in between the two adjacent Landau level, there is no contribution to
the transport, as we discussed above. Therefore, the longitudinal resistance drops to zero
and Hall resistance remains same value. If the Fermi level lies around the center of Landau
level, the electrons in the extended states can move along the sample, which results in the
transport in the magnetoresistance. The vanishing of the longitudinal resistance at the SdH
oscillation minima is the crossover from the SdH regime to the IQHE.
5.5 Microwave radiation induced zero resistance state
In section 5.4, we have discussed the zero resistance states(ZRS) in the IQHE when
the 2DEG is subject to a strong magnetic field at low temperature. In 2002, a new class of
ZRS has been discovered in 2DEG at lower magnetic field range by Mani et al., when an
ultrahigh mobility of 2DEG was illuminated by the microwave radiation at low temperature,
i.e. microwave radiation induced zero resistance state (MRIZRS) [3, 4]. As shown in the
top panel of Fig.5.10, at SdH regime, the longitudinal resistance shows a series of additional
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strong oscillations under the microwave excitation at 103.5 GHz (blue curve). In particular,
these oscillations realize zero resistance states in range of −0.3T≤ B ≤ 0.3T, which is much
lower than the IQHE regime. Another interesting feature in MRIZRS is that, the Hall
resistance does not exhibit plateau when the ZRS occurs (green curve), which is different
from the Hall resistance in IQHE.
It was found that these microwave radiation induced magneto-resistance oscilla-
tions(MRIMOs) are periodic with the inverse magnetic field, but has a 1/4-circle phase
shift. [138] The bottom panel of Fig.5.10 plots the longitudinal resistance Rxx as a function
of normalized inverse magnetic field, B−1/δ. This result indicates the magnetoresistance
minima were observed at magnetic field of
B = [
4
4j + 1
]Bf (5.28)
where Bf = 2pifm
∗/e, f is the microwave frequency, and j is an integer, i.e., j = 1, 2, ....
These novel MRIZRS and related MRIMOs have been extensively studied both ex-
perimentally and theoretically to date. [3, 4, 126, 136–138, 142–144, 148] In experimental,
it has been examined from the microwave power, frequency, temperature, polarization,
etc. [125–131, 143–145] In theoretical, several models are considered as the mechanism be-
hind this phenomenon, where are the displacement model [83, 149, 150],the nonparabolicity
model, [87] the inelastic model [85], and the radiation driven electron orbital model [152].
5.6 Weak localization effect
Weak localization is a quantum phenomenon that is observed as a small peak on the
magnetoresistance in the vicinity of magnetic field. The weak localization occurs in a quan-
tum diffusive system, where the phase coherence length lφ is much longer than the elastic
mean free path l. As shown in Fig.5.11(a), an electron is localized in a closed loop by
scattering with multiple impurities (solid line), the black circles represent impurities. The
scattering is thought to be elastic, thus the phase of the electron remains coherent. The
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Figure 5.9. The first observation of microwave radiation induced zero resistance states in a
GaAs/AlGaAs two-dimensional electron system. Top panel: The longitudinal and Hall resis-
tance changes with magnetic field with-(blue curve) and without- (red curve) the microwave
radiation at T = 1.3K. The zero resistance states are found on the longitudinal resistance
with the microwave radiation. Bottom panel: The Rxx oscillates periodically with normal-
ized inverse magnetic field, with the resistance minima at B = [4/(4j + 1)]Bf , j = 1, 2, ...
Adapted from ref. [3]
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dashed line indicates the path that electron travels in the reverse time. It can be seen that
the interference between the two paths is constructive, which results in the enhancement in
the back scattering. Therefore, the magnetoresistance is increased as well. Note that the
applied magnetic field weakens this effect, thus this peak in the magnetoresistance is only
observed in a small range around the zero magnetic field. The shape of the peak depends
on the magnitude of lφ and l, where the large ratio of lφ/l induces a stronger peak. The
Fig.5.11(b) exhibits three examples of weak localization effect with different ratio of lφ/l.
Figure 5.10. The mechanics of weak localization and weak anti-localization effect. (a) An
electron is localized in a closed loop by scattering with multiple impurities. The dashed
line indicates the path that electron travels in the reverse time. (b) Three examples of
weak localization effect with different ratio of lφ/l. The large ratio of lφ/l results in a more
pronounced peak. (c)Example of weak antilocalization with different spin-orbit length values.
Adapted from ref. [88]
The spin-orbit coupling strongly modifies the weak localization. When the spin-orbit
length lSO is smaller than phase coherence length lφ, the weak localization is suppressed
by the rotation of spins, which is called weak antilocalization. As a result, there appears
a valley, but not a peak, on the magnetoresistance around B = 0. The Fig.5.11(c) shows
the example of weak antilocalization with different spin-orbit length values. Note that both
weak localization and weak antilocalization only exhibit on the longitudinal resistance, but
not on the Hall resistance.
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In theory, the magnetoconductivity of weak localization or weak antilocalization can be
expressed as, [89]
δσ(B) = σ(B)− σ(0) = αe
2
2pi2~
[Ψ(
1
2
+
~
4eBl2φ
)− ln(1
2
+
~
4eBl2φ
)] (5.29)
where lφ is the phase coherence length, Ψ is the digama function, and α is the coefficient
indicating the type of localization. In chapter 6, we will employ this equation to simulate
the measured weak localization result.
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Chapter 6
TUNABLE ELECTRON HEATING INDUCED GIANT
MAGNETORESISTANCE IN THE HIGH MOBILITY GaAs/AlGaAs 2DES
In the two-dimensional electron systems, the magnetoresistance (MR) is one of the
most studied subjects, which is the difference of the longitudinal resistance from its zero
magnetic field value. The magnetoresistance exhibits a number of striking effects in the
two-dimensional electron systems due to the extremely high mobility. Among these effects,
giant magnetoresistance (GMR) denotes a large change in the electrical resistance under
the application of a magnetic field. In this chapter, I present a study of a tunable giant
magnetoresistance induced by the electron heating effect that realized by a supplementary
dc-current bias in the high mobility GaAs/AlGaAs 2D electron system. We show that a
supplementary dc current bias and associated carrier heating in an ac- and dc- current biased
high mobility 2DES provides for a current dependent non-ohmic decrease in the conductivity
with increasing dc current bias in the absence of a magnetic field, and this effect leads to
a dc-current tunable GMR in the presence of 100s-of-millitesla-type magnetic fields. Thus,
the effect identifies a simple new method for setting the magnitude of the GMR effect as
desired, in a semiconductor system.
6.1 Introduction of GMR in semiconductor
Nowadays, the giant magnetoresistance (GMR) has been widely used in many appli-
cations, such as the magnetic hard disk storage and memory industries. [100–102] GMR is
defined as a large difference between the electric resistance in the application of a magnetic
field and the resistance at zero magnetic field. The traditional GMR was observed as a
spintronics effect in the ferromagnetic layers that sandwiched between nonmagnetic layers
and resulted from the re-alignment between the applied magnetic field and the magnetic
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moments in ferromagnetic layers. [100] To date, the GMR effect was also found in non-
magnetic semiconductor systems, [103] which is focused of considerable interest due to the
potential application of typical semiconductor electronics. Semiconductor GMR in a dis-
ordered 2DES involves many fundamental physics perspectives, including electron-electron
interaction induced magnetoresistance, [104–106] weak localization (WL) and weak anti-
localization (WAL), [104,107] and GMR in the quantum Hall regime. [108] In this study, we
report a new mechanism for inducing- and controlling- GMR in a high mobility 2D semi-
conductor system. We observed an electron-heating induced tunable GMR realized by a
supplementary dc-current bias (Idc). The magnetoresistance progressivedly changes from
positive to negative GMR at the lowest temperature T = 1.7K and highest Idc. We success-
fully simulated the data with a two-term Drude model at all Idc and T. The results suggest
a conductivity correction σ1, which undergoes sign reversal from positive to negative with
increasing Idc, is responsible for the observed tunable GMR.
The negative magnetoresistance in 2D semiconductor GaAs/AlGaAs system was ini-
tially thought to be a disorder-induced electron-electron interaction effect. [105,109] Experi-
mental results demonstrated that the magnetoresistance depends on the device size, [111,112]
scatter type, [113–115] temperature, carrier density, [115], and orientation of magnetic
field. [116] The emergence such as the concurrent absence of a Hall-effect correction, de-
pendence upon scattering type, [110] etc., have led to new experimental and theoretical
interest. Following upon this interest, we report on an effect which is unexpected within the
context of previous theory - a current tunable, carrier-heating-induced giant negative GMR
in the GaAs/AlGaAs 2D system.
6.2 Measurement configuration
The studied device is a high-mobility GaAs/AlGaAs heterostructure grown by MBE
with the mobility of µ ≈ 107cm2/V s and the density was n = 2.4 × 1011cm2 at T = 1.7 K.
Hall measurement was carried out on a photolithography patterned GaAs/AlGaAs device
with a 200µm wide Hall bar. The longitudinal resistance was measured through 200µm
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Figure 6.1. Electrical measurement in a high mobility GaAs/AlGaAs system. The ac- and
dc- currents were applied concurrently through source and drain terminals. Adapted from
ref. [117]
length voltage probes, which sets the effective Length-to-Width (L/W) ratio L/W = 1.
Standard four-terminal lock-in techniques were employed for the electrical measurements,
where the ac- and dc- currents were applied concurrently as shown in Fig. 6.1. In the
course of measurement, ac current source was held constant at 2µA, while the dc current
bias was varied from 0µA to 19µA. Temperature variation measurement was realized in a
pumped liquid helium cryostat in the range of 1.7 K ≤ T ≤ 4.2 K. Here, we examined
the magnetoresistance response for different Idc at each fixed T , with the magnetoresistance
V acxx/Iac = Rxx data used in the Figs.6.2, 6.4, 6.6, 6.7 and 6.9.
6.3 dc current bias dependent GMR at T = 1.7K
The dc bias dependent magnetoresistance at T = 1.7K is shown in Fig.6.2, as Idc is
changed from 0 to 19µA. The Rxx remains unchanged below B = 0.5T for all the dc current,
which indicates that the Idc can hardly influence this part. We found that this part could
be successfully fitted by Rxx = Aln(B0)/B, which is a simplified equation in the weak
localization theory. On the other hand, above B = 0.5T, we observed a substantial change
on Rxx vs. B traces at different Idc. In particular, the observed positive magnetoresistance
above B = 0.5T at Idc = 0µA progressively drops with the increasing Idc and results in≥ 90%
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Figure 6.2. The dc bias dependent magnetoresistance at T = 1.7K. The magnetoresistance
is changed from positive to a negative GMR at highest Idc. Adapted from ref. [117]
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negative GMR at the highest dc bias Idc = 19µA. This dc bias induced crossover from positive
magnetoresistance to a negative GMR is the main topic in this chapter. Note that the Rxx
also shows magnetophonon oscillations above B = 0.5T, which increases in amplitude with
elevated Idc. Here, the emergence of magnetophonon is viewed as a feature of Idc-induced
heating effect. Finally, at the higher B range of B ≥ 0.2T, Fig.6.2 shows Shubnikov de
Haas(SdH) oscillations, which appear to be reduced in amplitude with increasing Idc-yet
another signature of Idc induced electron heating effect.
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Figure 6.3. The resistivity ρ (orange) and conductivity σ (green) change with increasing
Idc. Adapted from ref. [117]
Next, we further examined the influence of Idc on the resistivity ρ and conductivity σ,
for that they are expected to be constant without any electron heating. Fig.6.3 shows the ρ
(orange) and σ (green) vs. Idc at B = 0T at T = 1.7K. The results indicate a clear decrease
in the resistivity with the increasing Idc, roughly by 1.3% for ∆Idc = 19µA, which suggests
an additional correction term in magnetoresistance due to the supplementary dc current. At
this point, the total current dependent conductivity can be written as
σ(I) = σ0 + σ
′
1(Idc) (6.1)
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where σ(I) is the current dependent conductivity. Here, the effect of the ac-current is not
included since it is relatively small in magnitude.
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Figure 6.4. Dc current dependent normalized magnetoresistance ∆Rxx at B = 0T for
different temperatures for another GaAs/AlGaAs sample.
We further study the influence of dc current bias in zero-field magnetoresistance for
different temperatures. Fig.6.4 shows the dc current dependent normalized magnetoresis-
tance ∆Rxx at B = 0T at T = 1.7K, T = 2.2K, T = 2.7K, and T = 3.4K, for another
GaAs/AlGaAs sample. Apparently, the ∆Rxx exhibits a rapid increasing trend at the lowest
temperature T = 1.7K, while the slope of increasing curve becomes much slowly at higher
temperatures. This behavior suggests that the dc current induced electron heating effect is
getting more pronounced at lower temperature.
6.4 Two-term Drude model simulation
In this section, I introduce a two-term Drude model to fit the observed GMR results.
We have found that this two-term Drude model is able to successfully explained the crossover
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GMR behavior. Following previous work [111], σ → σxx, resulting in
σxx = σ
0
xx + σ
1
xx(I) = σ0/[1 + (µ0B)
2] + σ1/[1 + (µ1B)
2] (6.2)
Similarly,
σxy = σ
0
xy + σ
1
xy(I) = σ0µ0B/[1 + (µ0B)
2] + σ1µ1B/[1 + (µ1B)
2] (6.3)
Here, µ1 is a parametric mobility in the Drude model. As mentioned above, L/W = 1, so
we have the longitudinal resistance Rxx = ρxx. Recall the longitudinal resistivity ρxx,
ρxx = σxx/[σxx
2 + σxy
2] (6.4)
Similarly, the Hall resistivity is ρxy = σxy/[σxx
2 + σxy
2]. Here, σ0 = n0µ0e, where n0 and µ0
are the electron density and mobility in the 2D electron system.
In terms of the small additional negative term below B ≤ 0.05T, as aforementioned,
which is independent with Idc, we employed a simply Aln(B0/B) to fit. Thus, the total
magnetoresistance trace is fitted to
Rxx = Aln(B0/B) + σxx/[σxx
2 + σxy
2] (6.5)
Here, A and B0 are predetermined by fitting the B ≤ 0.05T data, n0 is held constant versus
Idc and T , while µ0 is held constant versus Idc but allowed to vary with T . Therefore, σ1 and
µ1 are used to capture the giant magnetoresistance feature and its change with Idc. Note that
in total there are four parameters, n0, µ0, σ1 and µ1 in the fitting. At a given T , however,
only σ1 and µ1 are allowed to vary with Idc.
The fitting results are shown in Fig.6.5 for different Idc at T = 1.7K. We found a good
agreement of the non-oscillatory portion of the data by this empirical fit. The variation of
the fit-obtained parameters σ1 and µ1 vs. Idc are plotted in Fig.6.6(a) and (b), respectively.
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Figure 6.5. The two-term Drude model fitting result for different Idc at T = 1.7K. Adapted
from ref. [117]
Table 6.1. Fit parameters extracted from fit data at 1.7 K with multi-conduction model.
Here, n0 and µ0 are the carrier density and mobility of two dimensional electron system,
respectively. The units for n0 and µ0 are 10
11cm−2 and 106cm2/V s, respectively. The σ1
represents the additional conductivity term, with the unit of 10−5Ω−1. µ1 represents the
additional mobility term with the unit of 106cm2/V s.
n0 (10
11cm−2) µ0 (106cm2/V s) Idc (µA) σ1 (10−5Ω−1) µ1 (106cm2/V s)
2.4 11.56 0 1.15 0.0282
2.4 11.56 3 1.06 0.0298
2.4 11.56 7 0.66 0.0322
2.4 11.56 11 0.16 0.0351
2.4 11.56 15 −0.29 0.0404
2.4 11.56 19 −0.76 0.0515
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Figure 6.6. The variation of the fit-obtained parameters σ1 and µ1 vs. Idc. Adapted from
ref. [117]
The values of fit parameters are summarized in Table 6.1. Fig.6.6(a) shows that σ1 exhibits
positive until around Idc = 11µA, then it turns a negative value and keeps increasing in
magnitude at higher Idc. The sign reversal in σ1 recalls the observed dσ/dT ≤ 0 in Fig.6.2.
In other words, the fit-obtained σ1 vs. Idc correlates with the progressive Idc induced change
in Rxx from overall positive- to overall negative GMR to B = 0.3T. Here, the emergence of
negative conductivity in σ1, i.e., σ1 ≤ 0, is allowed since the parameters in Table 6.1 suggest
that |σ1|  σ0, which means the negative σ1 is manifested only as a resistance correction
at B = 0T and a B-dependent (negative) magnetoresistance. Fig.6.6(b) exhibits the fit
parameter µ1 shows a slight increase with Idc.
6.5 Temperature effect on dc bias induced GMR
We have discussed the dc bias induced GMR at lowest temperature T = 1.7K in the
previous sections. In this section, we look at the influence of temperature on the GMR
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Figure 6.7. The Rxx vs. B at T = 1.7K, 2.7K, 3.4K and 4.2K with each data set
sequentially offset by 2Ω. Adapted from ref. [117]
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result. We performed the similar measurements of Rxx vs. B at higher temperature up to
4.2K, as shown in Fig.6.7. The Rxx vs. B at T = 1.7K, 2.7K, 3.4K and 4.2K are present
with each data set sequentially offset by 2Ω.
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Figure 6.8. Two-term Drude model fitting result for all temperature T and dc current Idc.
Adapted from Ref. [117]
From Fig.6.7, we can see that at each T , the magnetoresistance exhibits similar positive
MR at B = 0.3T for Idc = 0µA. However, the positive MR is strongly reduced with the
increasing Idc. The negative GMR was observed at T = 1.7K and 2.7K at the highest
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Idc. On one hand, we found that the small negative MR term below B = 0.5T, i.e. weak
localization correction term, remains same at a fixed temperature but overall becomes weaker
at higher temperatures. This observed temperature dependent WL behavior is consistent
with the previous report of WL in a GaAs/AlGaAs device. [118] On the other hand, the
behavior of magnetophonon oscillations further demonstrate the dc current induced electron
heating effect.
At highest temperature T = 4.2K, there appears a strong magnetophonon oscillation
at Idc = 0µA and they are progressive reduced in amplitude with increasing Idc. At lowest
temperature T = 1.7K, however, magnetophonon oscillations are not apparent at Idc = 0µA
but grow more pronounced with the increasing Idc. These opposite behaviors indicate a well-
known non-monotonic variation in the amplitude of magnetophonon oscillations with T . [161]
Namely, the magnetophonon oscillations disappears in a low temperature limit, then they
enhance in amplitude with the increasing temperature. Up to an ”optimal temperature”, the
further heating leads a reduction in the amplitude due to the ”over-heating”. Since the 4.2K
traces suggests strong amplitude at Idc = 0µA, and the increase of Idc leads to a reduction
in the oscillation amplitude, it is apparent that this data set represents the optimally heated
to the over-heated regime, where the magnetophonon oscillation amplitude decreases with
a further increase in the temperature, due to the dc-current induced heating. On the other
hand, Fig.6.7 shows that at 1.7K the magnetophonon oscillations are barely perceptible
at 1.7K and they become stronger with increasing Idc. Thus, this data set represents the
under-heated to optimally heated regime, where increasing the temperature with the Idc
increases the oscillation amplitude. Therefore, the behavior of amplitude of magnetophonon
oscillations further confirm the dc current induced electron heating effect.
The similar multiconduction model fit was performed on all T dependent data of Fig.6.7,
as the fitting result shown in Fig.6.8. Here, symbols represent the fit while the lines rep-
resent data. Again, we observe a good agreement between the empirical model fit and the
experimental data at all T and Idc. The fitting parameter σ1 as a function of Idc is shown
in Fig.6.9 (a), and the associated parameter values are summarized in Table.6.2. The fit
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Figure 6.9. The associated fitting parameters σ1 and µ1 for all T and Idc. Adapted from
ref. [117]
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Table 6.2. Fit parameters extracted from fit data for all the temperatures with multi-
conduction model. The units of carrier density, n0 and mobility, µ0 , of two dimensional
electron system are 1011cm2/V s and 106cm2/V s, respectively. The σ1 represents the addi-
tional conductivity term, and µ1 represents the additional mobility term with the unit of
106cm2/V s.
T (K) n0 (10
11cm−2) µ0 (106cm2/V s) Idc (µA) σ1 (10−5Ω−1) µ1 (106cm2/V s)
1.7 2.4 11.56 0 1.15 0.0282
19 −0.76 0.0515
2.7 2.4 9.16 0 1.08 0.0282
19 −0.20 0.0515
3.4 2.4 7.60 0 1.04 0.0282
19 0.31 0.0515
4.2 2.4 6.77 0 1.10 0.0282
19 0.059 0.0515
extracted σ1 exhibits a decease trend with increasing Idc at all T , but the slope of decrease is
getting slower at higher T . Further, the crossover from positive to negative GMR at B = 0.3
T is only observed T = 1.7K and T = 2.7K, while at higher T , there is only mostly positive
GMR. This behavior of σ1 is consistent with the point that negative magnetoresistance is
only observable when σ1 < 0. The fit extracted µ1 was identical to the Fig.6.6(b) since µ1
is only allowed to vary with Idc but not T , as aforementioned. Fig.6.9(b) shows the σ1 as
a function of temperature T at all Idc. It is found that at small Idc, temperature does not
influence σ1, while σ1 shows a stronger decrease at higher Idc. At Idc = 19µA, a crossover
from positive- to negative- σ1 occurs around T = 3K, which suggests that negative MR
induced by electron heating becomes observable below T = 3K.
6.6 Discussions and Conclusions
In summary, in this magnetoresistance of a high-mobility GaAs/AlGaAs system study,
we found a supplementary dc current controlling GMR phenomenon, which can be success-
fully described by a multiconduction Drude model including additional parameters σ1 and
µ1. The measured conductivity σ result indicates a ”non-ohmic” current-dependent relation
with dσ/dIdc ≤ 0, which is considered as an electron-heating effect. The data fitting result
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further demonstrates dσ1/dIdc ≤ 0, similar to dσ/dIdc ≤ 0. While the change in dσ/dIdc is
approximately 100 times than the change in the fitting parameter dσ1/dIdc, which suggests
that all the conductivity change induced by the dc-current does not contribute towards the
correction of the magnetoresistance described by σ1. Thus, we conclude that the dc-current
modifies σ via several modes and not all these modes influence the magnetoresistance. In
addition, the strong T -dependence of dσ1/dIdc indicates a role for the inelastic scattering
length in influencing the GMR, as suggested previously. [106] In the Ref. [111], the fit-study
shows that a multiconduction model with a negative conductivity term with associated para-
metric mobility is sufficient to realize negative GMR in 2D electron system. In this study,
we demonstrate that a supplementary dc current is able to easily realize a conductivity
correction, leading to a negative GMR.
We found that this steady state heating induced conductivity reduction was also re-
ported in previous theoretical and experimental studies in 2DES. For example, Ref. [119]
studies energy distribution of electrons in a GaAs/AlGaAs system by examining the photo-
luminescense result at a low lattice temperature (TL = 10K). The results show that at the
fixed lattice temperature, a terahertz radiation results in a broadening and red-shift in the
photoluminescence lineshape. The associated extracted effective electron temperature, Te,
exhibits a higher temperature than the lattice temperature. The increasing terahertz photo
excitation induces a larger difference in Te − TL. Interestingly, they performed a concurrent
measurement of the electrical conductivity under the same terahertz excitation, which shows
a monotonic decrease in the conductivity with increasing terahertz photoexcitation. The
effective electron temperature, Te, shows a consistent result in both two experiments, that
Te exceeds TL under the terahertz drive. On the other hand, the theoretical studies of the
terahertz radiation influence on electron temperature, momentum relaxation, and conductiv-
ity [120] indicate that in such steady state drive 2DES, the energy distribution of electrons
can be characterized by an effective- and elevated-Te. In addition, their study suggests that
the electron-phonon interaction dominates both momentum and energy relaxation, and hot
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electrons relax by emitting or absorbing phonons, which leads to a phonon number that
depends on the electron temperature.
In our experiment, the supplementary current induced electron heating produces a ”non-
ohmic” correction to the conductivity σ, which is observed as a reduction in the conductivity.
The decrease in conductivity further induces a crossover from positive magnetoresistance to
a negative GMR, and the observed GMR can be simply characterized by the second term
in the multiconduction Drude model, conductivity σ1. The practical interest in these results
rests upon the possibility of tuning the magneto-resistance in the 2D electron system simply
with the application of a supplementary Idc. Our interesting results suggest a new possibility
of GMR devices, without a gate-electrode, where the response may be set as desired after
manufacture by adjusting dc-current bias with external circuitry.
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Chapter 7
DC CURRENT BIAS INDUCED PHASE INVERSION IN THE
SHUBNIKOV-DE HAAS OSCILLATION OF A HIGH-MOBILITY 2D
ELECTRON SYSTEM
In chapter 6, we have discussed the supplementary dc current induced a tunable GMR
result in a GaAs/AlGaAs 2D electron system. In this chapter, we will continue to look
at the supplementary dc current influence on the Shubnikov-de Haas (SdH) oscillations.
we examined the lineshape of SdH oscillatory resistances in the ultrahigh-mobility two-
dimensional GaAs/AlGaAs electron system by tuning the supplementary dc current. We
found that with an increasing dc bias, the amplitude of SdH oscillations initially decreases
but then turns to increase with further elevating dc bias (Idc). Remarkably, we observed
a phase inversion at the minimum amplitude of SdH oscillations. To quantitatively study
this phase evolution, we carried out lineshape fits of the oscillatory resistance obtained at
different dc biases.
7.1 Introduction
As we introduced in chapter 5, in a two-dimensional electron system subjected to a
perpendicular magnetic field at sufficient low temperature, the energy levels are transforming
to the Landau quantization due to the formation of discrete cyclotron orbits. As one of
many extraordinary consequences, [?, 3, 4, 28, 42, 126, 136–139, 142–144, 148, 153–158, 160]
the Shubnikov-de Haas Oscillation (SdHO) is well known as a microscopic manifestation
of oscillatory conductance, along with increasing magnetic field, which is led by the cross
of Fermi level over the quantized Landau Levels in the 2D electron system. [132, 133] In
section 5.4.1, we have shown that the SdHO is periodic in the inverse magnetic field, and
the frequency is proportional to the carrier density of 2D planar system. As a result, SdHO
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helps to determine many crucial properties in the studied 2D system, such as effective mass,
m∗, and carrier density, n. Furthermore, the heating effect induced amplitude variation is
allowed to study the quantum lifetime of an electron, τq, which is directly related to the
broadening of Landau Levels due to the variation of the disorder or impurity scattering.
In this chapter, we studied the supplementary dc current effect on the SdH oscillations
in the GaAs/AlGaAs two-dimensional electron system. To the best of our knowledge, to date
no study has been found on systematical investigation on the dc bias dependence of SdHO
phase evolution at very large filling factor regime in high-mobility GaAs/AlGaAs system.
Thus, this study carefully examined the influence of dc bias on SdHO in a GaAs/AlGaAs
two-dimensional electron system in the presence of a weak magnetic field or large filling
factor regime. We have observed a novel phase inversion in SdHO that associated with the
electron heating effect induced by the supplementary dc current bias.
7.2 Measurement configuration
The studied sample is a two-dimensional GaAs/AlGaAs electron system grown by MBE.
The high electron mobility achieves the order of 107cm2/V s, and 2D electron density is
3.34 × 1011cm−2, after illumination with a red laser at the base temperature of T= 1.79 K
in a liquid helium bath. The 200 µm wide Hall bar sample was defined by the standard
photolithography technique, and the four-terminal magnetotransport measurement was per-
formed on a measured section with Length-to-Width ratio L/W = 1. Fig.7.1(b) inset shows
the schematic illustration of the measurement. A constant ac current source, Iac = 3µA, was
applied from source and drain probes via a low-frequency lock-in amplifier. Simultaneously,
the dc-current bias, sharing the same source and drain probes, was applied in the range of
−18µA ≤ I ≤ 18µA with the increment of 1µA. The measured magnetoresistance, Rxx, is
given by Rxx = V
ac
xx/Iac.
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Figure 7.1. Magnetoresistance response under different dc bias in the high-mobility
GaAs/AlGaAs system at T = 1.79 K. (a)Color plot of Rxx as a function of both B and
Idc, with the dc bias in the range of −18µA ≤ Idc ≤ 18µA with the increment of 1µA. (b)
Rxx vs. B, for the positive dc bias of 0µA, 7µA, and 14µA, which are associated with the
three Idc-constant traces indicated in (a). Inset: Schematics illustration of device measure-
ment. (c) Rxx vs. B, for the negative dc bias of 0µA, −7µA, and −14µA, respectively.
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7.3 Observation of phase inversion in SdH oscillation induced by dc current
bias
Fig.7.1(a) shows the color plot of the magnetoresistance, Rxx, as a function of both the
magnetic field, B, and dc-current bias, Idc, at T = 1.79 K. The Rxx shows SdH features
from B ≈ 0.2T, and exhibits strong oscillations in the range of 0.25T ≤ B ≤ 0.4T. Here,
we found a highly consistent behavior of Rxx under both positive- and negative- dc-current
bias. In addition, the Rxx exhibits a progressive reduction with the increasing Idc, compared
with the unbiased Rxx trace in the present with B.
Fig.7.1(b) and (c) display the Rxx traces at selected positive biased- and negative biased-
current, respectively, which are corresponding to the constant Idc-cross-section indicated in
Fig.7.1(a). These panels show that below B = 0.05T, as mentioned in chapter 6, Rxx remains
unchanged under various Idc due to the independence of weak localization effect on Idc. On
the contrast, above B = 0.05T, the magnetoresistance traces exhibit a substantial change
at different dc-current bias, especially in the SdHO regime. We found that the amplitude of
SdHO decreases initially with increasing Idc up to 7µA, then it turns to increase at higher
Idc and finally reaches nearly identical amplitude of SdHO compared with Idc = 0µA data.
In the meanwhile, a phase inversion is observed in SdHO with the minimum oscillation
amplitudes. Below we will mainly focus on this phase inversion phenomenon that induced
by the additional dc-current bias. Note that, the oscillations appears on Rxx traces under
high Idc is considered as magnetophonon oscillations. [161]
To better examine this Idc dependent SdHO evolution, Fig.7.2 (a) shows Rxx vs. inverse
magnetic filed, B−1, in the range of 2.5 T−1 ≤ B−1 ≤ 4 T−1, under various Idc. Here,
the amplitude of SdHO progressively reduces as Idc is increased to 7µA, and we found the
minimum amplitude of SdHO at Idc = 7µA and Idc = 8µA, which is nearly vanishing at
high filling factor regime, i.e. 3 T−1 ≤ B−1 ≤ 4T−1. But it still can be clearly seen that
the opposite phases appear on 7µA and 8µA biased Rxx traces. Further, SdHO is examined
with greater details in range of 6µA ≤ Idc ≤ 9µA with increment of 0.25µA, as shown in
Fig.7.2(b). The inverted phase in SdHO is obtained at Idc = 7.5µA, which continuously
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Figure 7.2. The evolution of Shubnikov-de Haas oscillations under different dc
bias at high filling factor regime. (a) Rxx, vs. inverse magnetic field, B
−1, for various
dc bias, here Iac = 3µA. (b) Detailed examination of Rxx vs. B
−1 when Idc is from 6µA to
9µA for every 0.25µA.
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Figure 7.3. Dc bias dependence of Rxx, vs. B
−1 under different ac current source. (a) Rxx,
vs. B−1 when Iac = 1µA. (b) Rxx, vs. B−1 when Iac = 2µA.
grows in amplitude with the same phase at higher Idc. Note that the resistance of Rxx is
slightly higher than resistance in Fig.7.2(a) is due to the non-concurrent measurements.
Then, we performed the similar measurement but applied different ac current source to
further demonstrate this phase reversal behavior. Fig.7.2(b) and (c) show the Idc dependent
SdHO response at Iac = 1µA, and Iac = 2µA, respectively. As expected, we observed
a similar SdHO evolution result at different ac current source. It is worth pointing out
that this phase inversion is independent on magnetic field, which means the phase reverses
simultaneously throughout the entire measured magnetic field range. The previous study in
graphene [155] shows a similar phase inversion result induced by a supplementary dc current.
However, the phase inversion is found strongly depend on the magnetic field in that report,
which exhibits different behavior in this GaAs/AlGaAs study.
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(red). (b) Color plot of ∆Rxx vs. Idc and B
−1.
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Figure 7.5. The experimental results of ∆Rxx (black) together with their fit result (red) as
a function of inverse magnetic field.
7.4 Exponentially damped cosine function simulation
In order to quantitatively verify and study the phase inversion of SdHO, we carry
out lineshape fits of the experimental background subtracted magnetoresistance, ∆Rxx.
Fig.7.4(a) shows the measured data (red solid line) at Idc = 0µA associated with its back-
ground data (dashed line). Here, the oscillatory magnetoresistance ∆Rxx is obtained by
∆Rxx = Rxx − Rback, where Rback is the smooth background. Fig.7.4(b) presents the color
plot of background subtracted ∆Rxx as a function of Idc and B
−1. The figure shows a clear
phase inversion between 7µA and 8µA over the entire magnetic field range.
The employed fitting formulas is an exponentially damped cosine function, given by
Eq.7.1, [148]
∆Rxx = A exp (−α
B
) cos (
2piF
B
+ φ) (7.1)
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Figure 7.6. The associated fit parameters varies with different dc bias. From (a) to (d) are
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where A is SdHO amplitude, α is the damping factor, F is the frequency of SdHO, and φ
indicates the phase of SdHO. The fit result (red) for background subtracted oscillatory Rxx
(black) at different dc bias is present in Fig.7.5. The good agreement between the measured
and fitted data suggests that this empirical simulation is able to successfully describe the
observed SdHO result at all Idc. Note that the scale for each plot is identical in order to
better compare the SdHO variation.
The associated fit parameters as a function of Idc are shown in Fig.4. From panel (a)
to (d) are SdHO amplitude A, damping factor α, frequency of SdHO F , and SdHO phase
φ, respectively. The amplitude of SdHO progressively decreases with the increasing Idc,
and it turns to increase above Idc = 8µA, which is consistent with the observed results.
The right scale indicates the ratio of amplitude to the unbiased SdHO. We found that the
minimum amplitude drops to nearly 10% of unbiased SdHO amplitude, but then, it increases
to approximately 80% and tends to be stable at higher dc bias. On the other hand, the
damping factor does not show a substantial change, which only exhibits a slight increasing
trend with dc current bias. The fit-obtained frequency essentially demonstrate the invariant
in period of dc bias dependent SdHO. Remarkably, the fit-obtained phase term clearly shows
the phase inversion in the SdHO as Idc increases that occurs in between 7µA and 8µA, with
the phase suddenly flipped from 180◦ to 30◦. Note that the phase at Idc = 7µA drops slightly
might result from the distortion observed in SdHO, see Fig.7.2(a).
7.5 Discussions and Summary
In our experiment, we observed a non-monotonic variation in the SdHO amplitude,
which is suppressed initially with the increasing supplementary dc current, and reaches a
minimum amplitude at a certain Idc, but eventually increases with the further elevated Idc.
This variation of the amplitude in SdHO, holding a same oscillation frequency, exhibits a
similar behavior with temperature influence on the SdHO. Another important feature in the
observed phase inversion result is that the SdHO remains an universal behavior which is
independent on the magnetic field. Furthermore, this is the first time to clearly and closely
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examine the supplementary dc current dependence of SdHO evolution in the two-dimensional
GaAs/AlGaAs system, especially in such a low magnetic field range.
In summary, in this study we have examined the magnetoresistance response in an
ultrahigh-mobility GaAs/AlGaAs system under the influence of a supplementary dc bias.
The SdHO exhibits a decrease in amplitude at small Idc, then nearly vanishes at Idc = 7µA,
and eventually becomes increase in amplitude at higher Idc. More interestingly, we have
observed a well-developed phase inversion in SdHO associated with the amplitude variation,
by subsequently elevating the dc current bias.
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Chapter 8
CONCLUSIONS
In this thesis, we report the experimentally magneto-transport studies in 3D topological
insulator Bi2Te3 and GaAs/AlGaAs two dimensional electron system. 2D electron system,
limited in the third dimension, with extremely high mobility has provided large number of
novel phenomena in the past decades, which contributed to the requirement of fast upgrade
in electronic devices industries. Magneto-transport measurements allow to closely examine
the movement of electrons in the present of both magnetic field and low temperature in
a system. The measured magnetoresistance exhibits quantum behavior as well as other
specific properties in this limited condition. Thus, the aim of this thesis work is to explore
the new physics in the magnetoresistance of various interesting electron systems, including
the traditional 2DEG system and new semiconductor materials, such as topological insulator
and graphene. In addition, this thesis also presents the electrical devices fabrication based
on 2D layered materials. Although it is an ongoing project, these new concepts are highly
expected to reveal new interesting phenomena in both electrical- and optical- researches.
In the magneto-transport study of 3D topological insulator Bi2Te3, we observed a new
magnetoresistance behavior in Bi2Te3 by contacting directly with indium superconducting
probes at low temperature. The magnetoresistance results exhibits two unexpected drops
that showing two different critical temperatures and magnetic fields. The first drop with
a narrow magnetic field range, is considered as a superconducting induced effect, since the
critical temperature and magnetic field are consistent with those values of indium supercon-
ducor. While the second broader drop at lower temperature, is thought to be a proximity
effect produced phenomenon.
The magnetoresistance in GaAs/AlGaAs two dimensional electron system shows an
interesting GMR behavior by adding an additional dc current bias. We observed a progressive
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transition from a positive magnetoresistance to a negative giant magnetoresistance, with
gradually increasing the dc current bias. The further theoretical study indicates that a
multiconduction Drude model, with a second conduction term, is able to well describe the
observed change in the Idc-induced GMR. The significance in this study is the possibility in
electronic industry that to realize a controllable GMR with a simple dc current bias.
By applying an additional dc current bias, the Shubnikov de Haas oscillations also
exhibit striking results. The amplitude of SdHOs shows a non-monotonic variation with the
elevated Idc, which is initially decreasing to nearly vanish and subsequently increasing at
higher Idc. More interestingly, the phase of SdHOs shows a sudden inversion that associated
with the amplitude variation.
In moving on to explore the new physics in both traditional and latest 2D materials,
this thesis also discuss the device microfabrication on the 2D layered materials, a new class
of materials including from perfect insulator to zero-band semimetal. In the future, we hope
to make magnetotransport measurements on these functional devices under both microwave
and terahertz radiation excitation. It is believed that these novel 2D materials possess great
potential in many applications due to the unique band structures in these novel materials
and natural 2D layered crystal structures.
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